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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Towards Reconfigurable and Adaptive Soft Robots via Hybrid Materials, Designs and
Mechanisms

by

Mingsong Jiang

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering Sciences (Mechanical Engineering)

University of California San Diego, 2021

Professor Nicholas G. Gravish, Chair

Inspired by biological systems, soft robotics has become a new research field that builds

compliance and conformability into soft machines and devices. Soft robots are capable of

functions that traditional rigid robots cannot achieve. The implementation of intrinsically soft

materials allows for deformable robot bodies and adaptable robot kinematics, enabling applica-

tions such as flexible sensing technologies, robust grasping systems, and safe human-machine

interactions. However, soft robots also face challenges associated with their compliance: lack of

precision in kinematics, lack of reconfigurability, and lack of structural strength can all hinder

soft robot capabilities. While significant research has focused on the control of actively tunable

xvi



material properties and soft actuation methods for soft robots, in this work we focus on the design

of soft reconfigurable robot architectures that utilize highly manipulatable soft materials and rigid

components into hybrid soft/rigid building blocks. In this dissertation, the author provides new

design paradigms for future reconfigurable and adaptive soft robots via the development of hybrid

materials, designs, and mechanisms. This topic is addressed through three main design principles:

a) Geometric reconfiguration of two-dimensional rigid and soft materials leading to variable

stiffness change, and multifunctional robot laminates. b) Additive manufacturing combined with

flexible laminates to achieve hybrid three-dimensional rigid and soft structures for on-demand

stiffening and adaptive robot grasping and locomotion. c) Pinching of soft tubular structures

enforced by rigid constraints to achieve on demand formation of reconfigurable virtual joints.

Through these studies, the author seeks to present novel reconfigurable mechanisms that utilize

combinations of passively compliant and rigid materials and simple activation approaches exploit-

ing these materials. These same design paradigms can be extended to nonlinear programmable

material properties enhancing robot performances in the future.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Soft robotics inspired from compliant biological systems has been enabling robots to

deal with complex environments through novel design and fabrication approaches [1]. While

traditional robots with rigidly jointed architectures rely on predictable displacement and force

controls over various working conditions [2], soft robots, as defined by their body compliance,

allow for continuum and deformable body morphologies and thus conformable and adaptable

robot functions (e.g. grasping and locomotion) [3]. These features enable safe human-machine

interaction [4], simple gripping systems [5], flexible wearable devices [6] and self-adaptive robot

locomotion behaviors in complex surroundings and environments [7]. However, soft robots also

suffer due to their compliance: effective locomotion and interaction with different environments,

such as anchoring into rough terrains [8] or lifting heavy loads, require robots to increase stiffness

for performance. Current soft robots lack capabilities to reconfigure their body shape to perform

multiple tasks due to limitations of soft actuation (pneumatic and hydraulic most commonly).

Apart from changing the material properties and robot functionalities, fabrication of soft robots

also requires adaptation [9] since one soft robot may only be applicable in certain conditions,
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and thus a versatile design and fabrication approach could save the overall soft robot lead time,

especially when the curing and assembly of the robot components can be automatically done.

Last but not the least, a soft robot configuration based on continuum-like body manipulation

presents significant challenges in modeling and control due to the many unconstrained degrees

of freedom [10]. These current limitations in soft robotics: reconfigurability, strength, and

adaptation, may be solved by incorporating more traditional “rigid” elements and concepts

into soft robots. Such hybrid characteristics can be embodied as local stiffening of soft robot

hinges [11], programmable shape change through foldable textiles [12], hybrid three-dimensional

material deposition and thus robot manufacturing without human intervention [13], as well as

the reconfigurable soft robot kinematics via the definition of discrete local revolute joints [14].

All these instantiations reveal the opportunities for soft robots to be regulated via certain “rigid”

components (and reinforcements). The author hypothesizes that a hybrid robot architecture with

rigid and soft materials as the constituent building blocks is thus a desirable route for future soft

robots to work in variable and uncertain environments. In this dissertation, the author seeks to

solve the question for expanding soft robot functionalities by creating soft reconfigurable robots

based on hybrid rigid and soft materials and building blocks. The author envisions that through

the change of geometric and structural configurations the robots are capable of exhibiting different

kinematics and mechanical properties to meet with desired robot functionalities and working

environments.

1.2 Literature Review of Reconfigurable Kinematics for Soft

Robots

In this section, we review the state of the art methods in achieving soft robot reconfigurable

kinematics. Reconfiguration of robot kinematics is extremely useful in achieving robot multi-

functionalities, such as changeable geometries, locomotions or even enabling metamorphosis

2



that can be optimal for robots operating under different environments [15, 16]. Robots with

reconfigurable kinematics date back to the early demonstrations of modular self-reconfigurable

robots (MSRs) [17], with constantly adaptable geometries and thus functionalities through a

group of deployable and repeatable modules [18, 19]. The modules can form either chain, lattice

or hybrid architectures to form versatile global geometries with differential control complexities

[20]. Although traditional MSR systems were mostly established based on non-compliant

interconnections between rigid modules, the underlying concept of reconfiguring individual

constituents to form various types of desirable kinematics are worthy references for designing

reconfigurable soft counterparts.

Meanwhile, origami, the ancient art of paper folding has been inspiring the design of

various types of morphable devices by incorporating crease patterns inside two-dimensional (2D)

layered structures and folding them based on certain sequences to form three-dimensional (3D)

objects with distinct mechanical properties [21, 22]. Such concepts can thus be well transferred

from pure arts into building soft foldable robots, often called “origami robots” with flexible

hinges bridging the rigid tiles into low-profile architectures [23]. Materials for fabricating

origami robots range over papers, metals, and plastics that can be rapidly processed based on

planar fabrication techniques, such as photolithography, laser machining and pick-and-place

assembly [21]. Geometric reconfigurability of these systems are largely due to the design

of collapsible hinged areas leading to high body strain variations [24], where rigid tiles with

spatial linkages can act as supportive structures and even provide feedback based on the external

stimuli [25]. Actuation or autonomous folding of origami robots can be achieved based on

different solutions. For origami-based grippers and actuators, fluid-based actuation can be

implemented to quickly deploy joints with embeddable pneumatic pouches [26]. Evacuating air

from sealed chambers with encapsulated rigid skeletons helps to achieve large body contractions

(9x strain change) with programmable functional shapes [27]. Folding of the entire robotic

origami can also be automated by exploiting atmospheric environments such as thermal [28],
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electrical [29] and magnetic fields, where intermediate foldable states can be observed by varying

the field densities.

Reconfigurable kinematics can also be achieved from using reconfigurable soft compo-

nents such as pneumatic chambers to exhibit reconfigurable robot shapes and orientations for

navigations inside complex environments. For instance, an bio-inspired tubular robot grows

based on the eversion of thin membranes whose orientations were controlled through releasable

latches based on peripheral control chambers [16]. Separated controls over the main robot

growth and the steering mechanisms allow for simple design paradigms while enabling a variety

of tunable robot kinematics, such as bending, twisting and length contraction. These help to

achieve adaptable tubular robots with reconfigurable and deploy antennas for broader operational

spectrums and environments [30]. Programmable motion types such as bending, twisting and

contractions can also be programmed inside individual pneumatic actuators [31]. Individual

actuation of comprised segments leading to soft robots with different functionalities, such as an

omni-directional quadruped robot, a flexible gripper, a flexible wrist, and a pipe-climbing robot,

are reconfigured to complete different tasks [31]. It thus embodies similar concepts from modular

self-reconfiguring machines where modular units can be reconfigured into groups with diverse

functionalities and effectiveness as in task-specific, monolithic robotic systems [32]. It can be

seen that reconfigurations of soft pneumatic systems require separation of individual actuatable

chambers, with more complex motion types than folded creases. However, depending on the

applications, one may argue their practicality due to the complex control and fabrication process

over the desired functionalities from choosing different reconfigurable design paradigms.
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1.3 Literature Review of Tunable Material and Mechanical

Properties for Soft Robots

In this section, we review the state of the art methods in achieving tunable material

and mechanical properties for soft robots. Reconfiguration of soft robot kinematics allows for

adaptable geometries and locomotion modes that are optimized for different tasks and working

environments. However, it does not account for scenarios where various mechanical properties

are required to resist varying load conditions, such as directional bending stiffness, overall body

compliance and damping, that can be reversibly changed with external stimuli (e.g. thermal,

electrically or magnetic fields). Here we review several main trends of tunable mechanical

properties implemented in soft robot applications.

Among different strategies for stiffness modulations, materials with intrinsic glass or

phase transitions have been widely adopted to achieve mechanical tunabilities based on external

stimuli [33]. Materials such as thermoplastics, shape memory alloys (SMAs), and shape memory

polymers (SMPs) have shown great practicality for stiffness modulations which can be easily

embedded across different robot components, such as in joints [34], end effectors [35], and body

frames [15]. For instance, Yang et al. reported variable stiffness soft fingers using SMPs for

stiffness tuning and addressable bending shape controls with conductive elastomers as sensory

feedback [36]. In general, thermally controlled adaptive materials with intrinsic tunabilities

for stiffness modulus require constant energy input to maintain a changed state, which may be

impractical for mobile systems without sufficient energy input. Another approach of changing

the overall rigidity of soft continuum systems comes from jamming between interlayers and

particles (e.g. granular materials) [37]. The method relies on changing the intermobility between

interparticles or layers inside an encapsulated structure driven by external pneumatic pressures

[38], which can be passively stable if the valve is closed for the fluidic interchange. Brown

et al. firstly introduced the jamming phenomenon into a universal soft gripper design that can
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grasp a variety of irregular objects without active feedback control [39]. Similar design concepts

have also been applied into stiffness control of soft actuators and grippers to enhance grasping

performances [40]. Likewise, other jammable interfaces, such as layer and fiber jamming have also

been reported in achieving low-profile and lightweight soft robot systems with tunable stiffness

and thus multi-functionalities [41]. Apart from using adaptive materials that can be modulated

based on external stimuli, variable stiffness can also be achieved through distributions and controls

of linear and nonlinear tendons and actuators. For instance, Shiva et al. designed a continuum

silicon-based manipulator with variable stiffness realized by antagonistic actuation of pneumatic

actuators and tendons [42]. Another example showed variable stiffness by incorporating both

contracting and expanding pneumatic actuators with multi-directional bending capabilities [43].

With various mechanisms for reconfigurable mechanical properties, the merits should

be based on several parameters such as changing rate, changing range, embeddability, and

energy consumptions. In this dissertation, the author aims to provide reconfigurable solutions

that are easily tunable, non-energy consumptive and are based on the geometric designs and

interactions from 2D layered laminates to 3D printed hybrid structures and to inflatable and

morphable structures. Detailed solutions and mechanisms will then be introduced to induce the

reconfigurability over different designs and applications.

1.4 Literature Review of Planar Robot Fabrication

This section reviews the state of art of planar robot manufacturing which focuses mostly

of 2D laminated robot with flexible hinge-like structures that can be folded and deployed for other

locomotion types functionalities. Planar robot fabrications including laser (micro-)machining,

sewing, lamination process, planar printing have been enabling rapidly prototyping and customiz-

ing robots using hybrid layered components (e.g. metals, plastics, fabrics) [44, 45]. Implementa-

tion of two-dimensional composite-based flexures and hinges largely reduces the manufacturing
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difficulties while enabling more precise and smaller scale robot fabrications as compared with

traditional mechanical counterparts (e.g. revolute joints and bearings) [46]. Here we review one of

the most adopted methods called smart composite microstructure process, which provides conve-

nient rapid design and fabrication capabilities over a range of robot scales and applications [47,48].

Such robots are widely assembled from rigid body frames connected with flexible hinges, often

called ‘rigid-flex’ linkages to generate complex articulated joint motions [49]. However, the

‘rigid-flex’ paradigm of laminate joint design means that laminate robots suffer from the same

challenges as traditional robots composed of rigid links and actuated joints, namely a lack of

reconfigurability and adaptability to the environment. Alternatively, soft robots that are composed

of soft materials are enabling new capabilities for robots to interact with challenging environments

through material compliance and reconfigurability [15, 50, 51]. The accessibility of laser cutting

and lamination technology has led to an explosion of laminate robot design and fabrication

methodologies for micro- and macroscale laminate robots [52, 53]. Yet, fabrication methods that

enable laminate robots to control material compliance and reconfigure their functionality are

currently lacking, which is the topic we aim to address through laminate layer reconfigurations.

Meanwhile, fabrication of an SCM laminate robot can require intensive manual labor

involving layer alignment, discrete component assembly, and multiple cut and cure steps [49]. To

alleviate the assembly labor researchers have developed novel design and fabrication tools inspired

by pop-up children’s books [49, 54] or foldable origami [21]. Despite the vast improvements to

laminate robot fabrication, the overarching design paradigm remains unchanged. In this proposal,

we will provide fabrication approaches combining planar robot fabrication with 3D printing

technology to rapidly prototype robots with hybrid material components with more automated

bonding and assembling processes that are desired for the establishment of multi-functional, and

functionally graded reconfigurable soft robots.
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1.5 Outline of the Dissertation

In chapter 2, the author investigates how two-dimensional laminates with rigid and soft

layers could be reconfigured for changeable material properties. Specifically, changing the

geometric configuration of both rigid and soft sub-layers along a single axis results in the tunable

bending stiffness in the perpendicular axis. Moreover, such a stiffness changing mechanism can

be expanded into multiple directions and axes, leading to variable stiffness planar robotic textiles.

The same rigid and soft materials can be reconstructed as multifunctional robotic building blocks

via other soft hinge properties (e.g. pinching and buckling).

In chapter 3, a fabrication process for hybrid combinations of both rigid and soft materials

is demonstrated in a three-dimensional design space. This chapter presents a new design and

fabrication process, called “flexoskeleton printing” to rapidly prototype flexible and continuum

robot structures with rigid and highly customizable features. The key of this method relies on

extruding hot thermoplastic filaments onto another preheated flexible thermoplastic backing

layer, forming a strong layer bonding upon material deposition. Experimental results show that

this method improves the bending fatigue over the traditional 3D printed living hinges with no

backing layers, and the deposited layer thickness varies the bending stiffness. Programmable

geometries of the rigidly deposited upper structures leads to either locking or jamming effect at

desired hinge deflections and angles. This assembly-free fabrication approach for hybrid robotic

components enables a class of canonical flexoskeleton elements which are further exploited to

build reconfigurable and adaptive robot mechanisms.

Chapter 4 focuses on implementing tendon-driven underactuation inside flexoskeleton

robots to enable adaptive robot locomotion and grasping. This chapter explores how mechanical

jamming and instability can be used to design complex robot appendages capable of locomotion

and manipulation. In the first half of this chapter, the author presents a hysteretic joint component

via a multilayered flexoskeleton hinge design. The hysteretic joint generates dynamic hysteresis
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under loading-unloading cycles. The author demonstrates such a hysteretic robot component

within a two-legged terrestrial robot. With each leg driven by a single tendon, the robot legs

generate nonreciprocal looped trajectories overcoming constructed uneven terrains while reducing

the total energy costs. Second half of the chapter introduces an adaptive and multifunctional

robotic finger built from the flexoskeleton printing technique. The fingers are constructed from

internal flexoskeleton layers with jammable features and an external silicone casting. The

multifunctional finger grasping is enabled through two reconfigurable layer sliding mechanisms:

one is based on continuum layer thickening for enhanced grasping force and the other capable of

passively locking objects with no actuator inputs.

In chapter 5, the author explores soft continuum materials with nonlinear mechanical

properties (e.g. pinching and buckling) to enable a new class of soft robots with reconfigurable

joints and linkages. First, the author demonstrates such a concept based on vacuum pinching

of a sealed flexible chamber controlled by external rigid constraints. Experimental results show

that joint stiffness can be controlled via the pinch geometry and is determined by the internal

vacuum pressure. Such a joint formation mechanism is demonstrated to form robot linkages

with different kinematics. However, the vacuum induced tube pinching mechanism may face

challenges for multiple joint creations due to the need for separately controlled air chambers. The

second half of this chapter brings up a new joint formation mechanism based on internal pinching

of an inflatable tubular structure. Instead of using external constraints, the author designs internal

mobile modules that can move to the position, create internally pinched regions with desired

axes, and generate torques for internal joint actuation. The same internal modules can thus be

reconfigured to either form or hide joints by retracting the active pinching parts at any other

desired locations and screw axes thus leading to the self-reconfiguring kinematics of the entire

robot. The inflatable tube maintains the overall robot continuity and provides the linkage strength

when the joints are actuated. Through this instantiation, the author seeks to develop a deployable

and reconfigurable soft linkage robot that functions in many on demand working conditions.
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Chapter 2

Reconfigurable Laminates to Achieve

Multifunctional Robotic Building Blocks

Folding and assembling of two-dimensional laminated materials have greatly facilitated

robot fabrication by creating robots with lightweight body frames, articulated joints, and embed-

ded actuators and sensors. The combinations of rigid laminates bridged by thin-film flexures,

often called rigid-flex linkages, have been extensively used in micro- and macro-scale robots to

achieve complex joint motions with simplified kinematic and dynamic properties. Much like tra-

ditional robots these rigid-flex laminate robots are designed with a fixed body-plan, and thus may

face challenges when environments require mechanical reconfiguration such as stiffening joints

for load support or changing appendage morphologies for navigating confined spaces. Recent

advances in adaptive materials and smart actuators have highlighted the features that robots with

morphable geometries and tunable mechanical properties can provide; such as self-folding joints

and variable stiffness and damping mechanisms. However, incorporation of these reconfigurable

elements into laminate robots has been limited. In this chapter, we present a new method for

creating quasi two-dimensional structures for robotics, called reconfigurable laminates, that use

geometric reconfiguration of laminate layers to alter passive mechanical properties and actuate
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joints. Unlike traditional rigid-flex linkages with single-layered flexures, here we create laminate

joints with dual-layered soft hinges and rigid channels allowing a multitude of reconfiguration

opportunities including: sliding-layer laminates for passive stiffness control, snapping-hinge locks

for reconfigurable joints, and buckle-bend joints for bending actuation. Through experimental

characterization we demonstrate the capabilities of these multifunctional robotic building blocks.

2.1 Introduction

Incorporation of reconfigurable mechanisms in robot design can enable multi-functional

capabilities in various and changing working conditions [15,18,55,56]. When needed, a reconfig-

urable robot can adjust either its partial or entire body structure to exhibit different kinematic or

mechanical properties such as transformable shapes [57, 58] and locomotions [59] with tunable

stiffness [60] or damping [61] to meet with changed environments. Such designs and mechanisms

grant robots the ability to switch between different locomotion modes or even generate new behav-

iors to suit complex environments that may not be easily accessed from a pure control or learning

process [62–64]. For instance, a flapping-wing robot will be more versatile and energy-efficient

to have tunable hinge stiffness when facing changing fluidic conditions; meanwhile, a swimming

robot will be unlikely to navigate through a confined tunnel without shrinking its body size as

well as adjusting its tail locomotion. However, it should be noted that the benefits from using

reconfigurable mechanisms might be counteracted by factors such as extra energy consumption

for maintaining a reconfigured state [35] or actuation mechanisms (such as thermal [28], elec-

tric [29] and magnetic fields [65]) that may limit operation environments. Instead, by borrowing

the concept of material reinforcement from laminate composites and incorporating the ability to

reconfigure laminate arrangement , one may achieve tunable material properties based on internal

geometric layouts instead of material adaptive properties activated by external stimuli [66, 67]. In

this chapter, we explore the design opportunities and capabilities of reconfigurable laminates by
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creating multiple types of reconfigurable laminate structures based on planar robot fabrication

methods that are easily embeddable as multifunctional robotic building blocks.

Robots built from folding and assembling of two-dimensional laminated materials, such

as smart composite microstructures (SCM) [47, 68], provide convenient and rapid fabrication

capabilities for a range of robot scales and applications [53,69,70]. Such a design paradigm stems

from traditional microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) manufacturing [71,72] by constructing

three-dimensional robot components using layered materials and structures. The method achieves

multi-material composites based on laser (micro-)machining and lamination processes, which

can be manually folded and assembled into functional parts, such as robot frameworks [73, 74],

joints [75, 76] and appendages [48, 77]. Based on this technology, a library of mobile [69, 78, 79]

and surgical robots [80, 81] with articulated microstructures were made possible in ever smaller

scales (µm-mm). Such an enabling fabrication technique was also adapted to rapidly prototype

macroscale (cm and larger) robot systems with onboard controls [82, 83].

Meanwhile, fabrication of an SCM laminate robot can require intensive manual labor

involving layer alignment, discrete component assembly, and multiple cut and cure steps [54].

To alleviate the assembly process, researchers have developed novel design and fabrication tools

inspired by pop-up children’s books [49, 69] or foldable origami [21, 76]. Despite the vast

improvements to laminate robot fabrication, the overarching design paradigm remains unchanged.

Laminate robots are designed with rigid linkages bridged by flexible hinges, often called rigid-flex

linkages [49], that are interconnected in a fixed body-plan, and actuated with rigid mechanisms

such as four-bar linkages [47, 84]. The rigid-flex paradigm of laminate joint design means that

laminate robots suffer from the same challenges as traditional robots composed of rigid links and

actuated joints, namely a lack of kinematic or mechanical reconfigurability and adaptability to

novel or unexpected working conditions. For instance, a flying robot with constant hinge stiffness

might not generate enough lift forces with a low amplitude flapping mode or increased payloads,

whereas a crawling robot could be stuck outside a confined tunnel with an incompressible body
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frame.

Alternatively, soft robots composed of highly deformable materials are enabling new

capabilities for robots to interact with challenging environments through material compliance

and geometric reconfigurability [50, 51]. However, robots made from inherently soft materials

(generally, Young’s Modulus 10Mpa) may lack the ability to generate significant forces against

their environment. Such dynamic range in force generation may be necessary for locomotion

and interaction tasks [85, 86], such as conforming around external obstacles (softness) and then

anchoring onto walls (rigidity). Methods such as pneumatically induced particle and layer

jamming have been provided for stiffening soft body frames [87, 88]; however, they often require

the target systems to be tethered with a powerful pressure generator (either positive or negative)

which might seem cumbersome for mobile robot applications. Recent advances in smart materials

and actuators have been implemented to solve the problem by incorporating active materials

inside the soft hinged regions as low-profile robot modulations [89, 90]. Examples such as

dielectric laminates with low-melting point alloy (LMPA) to achieve variable stiffness bending

structures [35] as well as shape memory polymers (SMPs) to enable self-folding mechanisms

based on thermal activations [28,91] have all been demonstrated to vary the mechanical properties

of the laminate robots to some extent. However, such methods are highly dependent on the use of

external control signals or specific environmental settings that might not be suitable for energy

conservative robot applications. Therefore, it is of high importance to achieve reconfigurable

robot kinematic and mechanical properties that are passively stable with embeddable activation

approaches.

Laminate structures present an opportunity for the design of such reconfigurable robots.

By allowing layers within a laminate to move relative to each other, the configuration of regions

with different mechanical properties, or actuation and sensing capabilities, can be controlled to

provide mechanical reconfiguration. In this chapter we present a new design paradigm for adaptive

laminate robots called reconfigurable laminates that use dissimilar laminated layers capable of
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translating in-plane with respect to each other to tune mechanical properties, reconfigure joint

locations, and actuate. By laminating traditional rigid-flex linkages in a dual-layered fashion,

interlayer sliding motions as well as hinge buckling and snapping motions can be formed.

Mechanical properties such as bending stiffness and lockable joints can be controlled based on

the changeable alignment states between the rigid and soft components as well as the hysteretic

buckling and snap through from the soft layered regions. The same units can also be actuated to

create rotary joint motions with low-profile tendon actuation. This paper is arranged as follows.

We begin with the introduction of three exemplary reconfigurable laminates: variable stiffness

sliding-layer laminates, reconfigurable joints with bistable layer snapping, and joint actuators

from buckle-bend mechanisms. These reconfigurable laminate designs are all fabricated through

the common SCM process and thus can be readily incorporated into laminate robots. Each

mechanism is further studied based on different design parameters to capture a broader spectrum

of tunable mechanical properties.To inspire use of reconfigurable laminates we present a gallery

of multifunctional mechanisms for a variety types of robotic designs and applications.

2.2 Conceptual Designs

Reconfigurable laminates take on many forms based on specific laminate designs and

material layouts. However, the common design of reconfigurable laminates is to utilize different

geometric configurations of the constituent rigid and soft components leading to tunable kinematic

and mechanical properties. Such reconfigurability is made possible via the creation of dual-layered

soft hinges and rigidly supported layer channels allowing either interlayer sliding or internal

joint hinge snapping motion. Here we introduce the fundamental material composition of a

reconfigurable laminate unit. To start with, an upper and a lower layer with a periodic rigid-flex

array are adhered together with vertical bonding offsets to form an empty layer channel in the

middle of the sandwiched structure (figure 2.1(a) and (b)). For the soft layers we used flexible yet
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Figure 2.1: Design overview and three embodiments of reconfigurable laminates. a) Material
composition of a fundamental dual-layered reconfigurable laminate unit. b) Soft hinged regions
are capable of bending and buckling based on external load conditions. This creates the
geometric reconfigurations needed for tunable kinematic and mechanical properties. c) sliding-
layer laminates with different layer alignment to achieve tunable passive bending stiffness. d) A
bistable reconfigurable joint created from buckling and snap-through of the offsetted soft layers
under external pushing and pulling force. e) A joint actuator driven by tendon actuation which
causes either joint contraction or bending due to either symmetric or asymmetric buckling of the
soft regions.

inextensible thin Polyimide films (Kapton, 0.02 - 0.1mm) and reinforcement composites such

as fiberglass (FR-4, 0.12 - 0.5mm) for the rigid plates as shown in figure 2.1(a). Once the outer

frame of the reconfigurable laminate is formed, we are able to deform the soft hinged regions

in either bending or buckling modes based on external load conditions (figure 1(b)) or through

the use of internal sliding-layers (figure 2.1(c) and (e)). By tailoring the design of the outer and

central layers, we create laminates that function as variable stiffness elements (figure 2.1(c)),

reconfigurable joints (figure 2.1(d)), joint actuators (figure 2.1(e)). Here we design these three

functionalities and motivate the design choices that enable them.
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2.2.1 Variable Stiffness Sliding-layer Laminates

Variable stiffness materials can be created through geometric reconfigurations of the

constituent rigid and soft components. As shown in figure 2.1(c), a central layer with the

same stiffness patterns is slid with regard to the outer layers to form different layer alignments

of the dissimilar material components. When rigid regions of the central layer overlap with

the outer flexible regions, the entire structure becomes stiff. As the layer alignment keeps

shifting, soft hinges will be exposed whose bending stiffness can be tuned based on the ongoing

layer alignments. Multiple sliding-layer laminate units can be put in series for modulating the

mechanical property of an entire continuum structure with a single central laminate layer. It will

be shown that incorporating multi-axis sliding motion and stiffness patterns will lead to stiffness

control of laminate structures in multiple directions.

2.2.2 Bistable Reconfigurable Joint

In addition to bending, hysteretic behaviors such as layer buckling can be exploited to

build bistable reconfigurable joints that passively hold either a flexible or locked state. Such a

mechanism is demonstrated by exerting forces onto a laminate joint with offsetted soft hinges

capable of buckling and snapping inside the confined layer channels (figure 2.1(d)). The joint can

thus be locked by interlayer surface friction with adjacent rigid plates overlapping with each other

to form an increased bending stiffness. Such a mechanism can be applied for discrete stiffness

and motion control (locking/unlocking) at specific joint locations, as opposed to the sliding-layer

mechanism, where the stiffness of the entire bending structure is uniformly changed. The intrinsic

bi-stability of the buckled film makes the reconfigured joints passively stable in the locked state.
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2.2.3 Buckle-bend Joint Actuator

Replacing the central laminate with a uniform tendon layer can induce bending actuation

of the flexible joints. To actuate a laminate joint, a tendon layer is displaced with jammable

features by the far end of one laminate unit, which induces buckling of the soft hinge by pulling

on the tendon (figure 2.1(e)). Depending on the material properties of the buckling regions, either

beam contraction or directional bending can be observed due to the corresponding buckling states

of the soft layers. One unique aspect of this design is that directional bending of the joint is not

induced from an offset tendon lever arm, as mostly seen in tendon-driven robot applications [92],

but instead through the asymmetry of the outer layer flexibility. One benefit of such designs is

they enable low-profile, easily embeddable laminated joint structures that can also be combined

with other reconfigurable modules for multi-functional bending actuators.

2.3 Materials and Methods

Fabrication of reconfigurable laminates is based on a modification of smart composite

microstructure (SCM) manufacturing [47]. For ease of mechanism observations, experimental

samples and prototypes are usually made at the macro-scale (mm-cm), where we used flexible

and inextensible polymeric sheets such as polyimide (Kapton, HN, 0.025-0.075mm thickness)

and polyester (Mylar, 0.025-0.1mm thickness) to form the soft regions with the rigid regions

composed by fiberglass composites (FR-4, 0.12-0.5mm). We used off-the-shelf laser cutting

(Glowforge) for creating individual layer stiffness patterns. Individual layers were bonded based

on double-sided adhesive films (3M, No.82600, 5µm) which were manually aligned and adhered

under pressure (Carver, No. 4120) into laminated structures. A general procedure for fabricating

the laminated reconfigurable building blocks is described as follows.

To build reconfigurable laminates, we start with laser cutting individual layers (both rigid

and soft) which are usually pre-bonded with double-sided adhesives to eliminate unnecessary
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extra cuts (figure 2.2(a)). Individual layers after cutting are manually aligned and laminated using

a hydraulic press (2000-5000 psi for 10-30 secs). Extra support material is thus cut away in the

laser to form a single piece of laminate layer with pre-designed stiffness patterns (Figure 2.2

(a)). To form layer channels, rigid layer offsets are used which are rigid composites coated with

adhesive layers, that are also manually aligned to the rigid plates and laminated together at a

lower pressure (1000-2000 psi for 1 min). A central laminate with the same stiffness patterns

can be inserted after the lamination of the outer laminate structure to generate the prescribed

variable passive bending stiffness as shown in Figure 2.2 (a). Note that Kapton films were used

to cover all sliding surfaces to create a smooth interlayer sliding interface. In Figure 2.2 (b)

we demonstrate three different states of a sliding-layer laminate prototype, which are: flexible

individual laminate layers that are separated, soft and stiff states of bonded laminates based

on different layer alignments. The above fabrication steps are generic for building all types of

aforementioned reconfigurable laminate designs.

Similar to any type of planar robot fabrication method, such a fabrication paradigm

involves constant use of laser machining and manual assembling such as aligning and pressing

of laminated layers. However, the method can work with a broad spectrum of materials such as

metals, fibers, polymers, and fabrics, compared with a limited choice of workable materials as

mostly seen in commercially available multi-material 3D printing technologies [93–95]. Due

to the easy bonding of dissimilar materials through pressure-sensitive adhesives or even liquid

adhesives a wide variety of materials can likely be used for reconfigurable laminates.
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Figure 2.2: Fabrication process of reconfigurable laminates. (a) Steps (design, lamination and
laser cutting) for making reconfigurable laminate designs. (b) Demonstrations of sliding-layer
laminates with unbonded individual laminates and bonded laminates in soft (aligned) and stiff
states (misaligned).

2.4 Results and Discussions

2.4.1 Sliding-layer Laminates Enable Variable Stiffness Building Blocks

Reconfiguration of robot mechanical properties is highly desirable for adapting to chang-

ing locomotion challenges. Here we introduce sliding-layer laminates, which are based on the

fabrication of multi-layered laminates that can slide relative to each other to form different align-
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ment states that tune the passive bending stiffness of the entire bending structure. The concept

can be implemented inside low-profile functional structures, such as flapping appendages, with

embedded actuation methods.

To characterize the potential for stiffness modulation with these structures we model

sliding-layer laminates based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory by calculating the cantilever beam

bending stiffness and conduct experiments with different alignment states (figure 2.3). sliding-

layer laminates are composed of repeatable stiffness patterns (e.g. rigid and soft), and thus we

focus on the modelling and testing of a single laminate or beam unit, defined as one consecutive

rigid and soft region. To begin, we look at a single-layer cantilever beam with segmented rigid and

soft regions denoted by their flexural rigidities E(x)I(x) (E-Young’s Modulus, I-second moment

of area, x-the longitudinal position of the beam from 0 to L). The incremental beam deflections

(x) can be calculated based on the rigidity profile E(x)I(x) as well as the tip loading force F.

Here, the bending stiffness k (N/m) is defined as the load F divided by the tip displacement (L),

which is integrated by the incremental beam deflections (x) along the beam. As the number of

beams increases, modelling the combined beam stiffness can be converted as calculations of

the integrated flexural rigidities at each longitudinal point of the beam as shown in figure 2.3(a).

Note that the flexural rigidities from different components in a multilayer beam can simply be

added together as the integrated flexural rigidities [96]. Therefore, we present a concept called

the flexural rigidity matrix by listing out the rigidity components from one multilayer beam. We

then integrate those into a one-dimensional load carrier by summing up each rigidity component

in a column wise fashion (figure 2.3(a). The bending stiffness of the whole multilayer beam at

different alignment states can thus be calculated based on their integrated flexural rigidities (see

derivations in [18]).
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Figure 2.3: Stiffness results of sliding-layer laminates. (a) Euler–Bernoulli beam theory in
solving the multilayered laminate stiffness. (b) Experimental test rig for cantilever beam bending.
(c) Tunable stiffness of a single laminate unit with changeable layer alignment. d) Material
Young’s Modulus in affecting the extreme laminate stiffness (highest and lowest).
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The bending stiffness of the sliding-layer laminates is measured based on a fixed end

cantilever beam test, as shown in Figure 2.3(b). Here we focus on the stiffness characterization

of a single beam unit (40mm x 40mm, 0.025mm Kapton + 0.25mm FR-4). All samples were

linearly deflected by a load cell (100g micro load cell, Phidgets) driven by a linear motorized

stage. The effective bending stiffness was defined as the force reading divided by the recorded

deflection. We then change the alignment state of the beam unit by incrementally sliding the

central laminate to the designated distance and measure the corresponding stiffness as plotted

in Figure 2.3 (c). As a parametric exploration, first we show how geometric parameters will

affect the stiffness-alignment curvature within one sliding-layer laminate unit. To proceed, we

choose “laminate aspect ratio” as the key geometric parameter defined as the length of the rigid

region divided by the total length of one beam unit. As the alignment changes from -100% (fully

aligned) to 0% (fully misaligned) to 100% (fully aligned again), a gradual increase and decrease

of bending stiffness was observed from samples with a 60% laminate aspect ratio. Meanwhile, the

stiffness change is more binary by having a 90% aspect ratio (longer rigid regions) with most of

the alignment states displaying a high bending stiffness due to the long overlapping states of the

rigid regions. Here we include rigid FR-4 linkages (4mm in width) inside the soft regions of the

central sliding-layer (40mm x 36mm) since completely Kapton-based soft regions are extremely

compliant and will not generate enough force reading. Yet both cases exhibit significant stiffness

variation between 3 (90%) to 7 (60%) folds. Note that the discrepancy between theoretical and

experimental is largely caused by the imperfect physical contacts between dissimilar laminates

which are often accompanied with nonlinear hinge buckling, that can not be simply captured

by linear beam theories. A further study is based on how material compositions (rigid and soft

components), will affect the extreme stiffness states, namely the stiffest and softest states. As

shown in Figure 2.3 (d), by incrementally increasing the flexural rigidity (2/5/8mm FR-4 linkages,

central layer, 90% aspect ratio) of the soft regions (EsIs), the stiffness of the laminates at the

softest state (100% aligned) will also change linearly, with little influence on the stiffest state. A
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countering phenomenon was observed as we only vary the flexural rigidity (20/30/40mm FR-4, all

layers, 90% aspect ratio) of the rigid regions (ErIr). These studies provide insights for controlling

the stiffness-alignment curvatures to be either gradual or binary, with the capability to vary the

potential range of the tunable passive bending stiffness.

When the unit size of a sliding-layer laminate is small compared to the total beam length,

the sliding-layer laminates can approximate a beam with continuous curvature and stiffness. We

envision such stiffness changing continuum surfaces will have applications as robot appendages

to interact with fluidic surroundings such as the wings and tails [97, 98]. In Figure 2.4 we

demonstrate such a concept by operating a one-dimensional (1D) sliding-layer laminate design

under different environments. In our first example, we mount a long sliding-layer beam (27mm x

220mm) inside a wind tunnel (wind speed: 8.5m/s), whose alignment state is precisely controlled

by a linear motorized stage (Figure 2.4 (a),(b)). By changing the layer alignment we are able

to change the stiffness of the beam under constant wind conditions. We observe that altering

the stiffness of the sliding-layer laminate beam induced or suppressed an aeroelastic fluttering

behavior, highlighting a potential use for such stiffness tuning in sheets and beams. We tracked

the tip amplitude of the beam as we altered the stiffness using a high-speed camera. In the soft

state we observed a large amplitude flutter of the beam indicated by the tracked tip displacement,

however when we change to the stiffest state the flutter is suppressed as indicated by small tip

displacements (Figure 2.4 (c)). The beam stiffness was tuned in a cyclic pattern to demonstrate

the reversibility and repeatability of such a low-profile stiffness changing mechanism. Future

applications can involve stiffness modulation inside robotic appendages, such as variable stiffness

flapping wing systems [99], for optimized aerodynamic performances, or as collapsible and

recoverable wind turbines [100] for working under extreme conditions.

Our second example of sliding-layer laminates is in the application of an are also found

useful to achieve underwater flapping tail systems to help robots navigate through confined and

unconfined changeable underwater environments. In Figure 2.4 (d), we compare an underwater
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robot with variable stiffness flapping tail (45mm x 260mm) swimming under two different

scenarios: open water and a confined channel, and find that each case requires different tail

stiffness for successful navigation. The tail was mounted onto a stepper motor that generates

oscillatory motion and the motor is mounted on a linear rail that allows for translation. The

water tank was 20 cm deep and the channel was made from two acrylic sheets with a 45mm

channel width (Figure 2.4 (e)). In open water, the robot will gain more thrust by having its

tail in the stiff state to generate more reaction force against the surrounding fluids with a large

sweeping amplitude (±72°). However, as the robot enters a confined channel, the rigid tail causes

physical interference with the channel entrance or undesired suction force against the channel

wall preventing successful forward motion through the channel (Figure 2.4 (d)). In this case,

switching the tail stiffness to its soft state permits the robot to navigate slowly but steadily through

the channel with a smaller sweeping amplitude (21.6◦). Swimming performances for the two

scenarios and two tail stiffness states are measured and shown in Figure 2.4 (f).
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Figure 2.4: Demonstration of one-dimensional sliding-layer laminates. (a) Sliding-layer lami-
nate fluttering in a wind tunnel (8.5m/s wind speed) (b) Experimental setup for the wind tunnel
test (c) Tip displacement with different layer alignment (stiffness change) (d) Sliding-layer
laminate as a variable stiffness fish tail swimming under different environments: open water vs.
confined channel. (e) Experimental setup for the underwater test. (f) Swim speed measured with
different tail stiffness under different environments.

Mechanical reconfiguration generated by the sliding-layer laminates are not limited to

varying just the elasticity of the beam. For instance, if we embed ductile materials such as copper

sheets inside the soft hinged regions, a beam structure that can transition between elastic or ductile

behavior can be created. The ability to tune the energy dissipation within the beam structure will

significantly affect the damping ratio of the beam during static bending and oscillations (Figure

2.5 (a),(b)). Figure 2.5 (c) shows a laminated beam in its ductile state can be deformed into

desired morphologies without external holding force, whereas its response against external loads

exhibits increased damping that prevents the beam from undesired beam oscillations. While we

present an example of this using a ductile material, any dissipative material can be embedded in

the sliding-layer laminate for tunable mechanical energy dissipation.
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Figure 2.5: Sliding-layer laminates with tunable ductility. (a) Material composition of the
tunable ductility sliding layer laminate. (b) Fabrications for tunable ductility sliding-layer
laminate. (c) Pictures showing that the elastic state sliding layer laminate will return back to
its neutral state whereas the ductile state will be permanent deformed due to the ductile layer
components.

As a final demonstration, we illustrate how sliding-layer laminates can be generated for

two-dimensional sheet structures by creating stiffness patterns overlapping as cross-linkages along

perpendicular axes (Figure 2.6). Using the same sliding mechanism as in the beam examples,

the two-dimensional sliding-layer laminate shows that such a sheet is capable of selectively

changing its bending stiffness along individual axes and can be stiffened to resist load on the

entire surface as both axes are stiffened (Figure 2.6 bottom row). Here the variable stiffness sheet

structure is only demonstrated by a dual-axis sliding mechanism. However, stiffness changing

with multi-axis can be achieved from more complex design patterns as long as each joint axis

of the stiffness controllable directions align. The ability to generate two-dimensional stiffness

changing laminates presents a wealth of opportunities for multi-functional laminate robot design.
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Figure 2.6: Demonstration of two-dimensional sliding-layer laminates in varying multi-axis
bending stiffness as a textile structure.

2.4.2 Reconfigurable Bistable Joint via Layer Snapping

Sliding-layer laminates focus on how incremental adjustment of the layer alignment can

uniformly change the mechanical properties of the entire beam (or sheet in the 2D case). In

this section, we introduce reconfigurable joints, utilizing nonlinear thin-film buckling and snap

through behaviors to enable bistable locking/unlocking of individual laminate joints within a

reconfigurable laminate. A reconfigurable joint is composed of two laminate layers (top and

bottom) with a horizontal misalignment of the rigid regions from the opposing layers (Figure 2.7

(a)). This creates pre-curvatures of the soft hinges as observed in the neutral (unlocked) state.

When the joint is compressed, both hinges start to buckle outwards (pre-snapping) and continue

to rotate as the layers are further displaced towards each other. As the buckled curvatures almost

orient themselves towards the horizontal directions, one rigid plate starts to overlap with adjacent

rigid plates and the soft hinges snap into the layer channel locking the joint. The hinge in the

locked state is passively stable due to the surface friction formed by the buckled curvature (the “S”
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shape) as shown in Figure 2.7 (a). As the rigid components are stacked and overlapped inside the

offset channel, the hinge will thus be stiffened to resist external loads. The principle of operations

of the snapping hinge is shown in Figure 2.7 (a) and pictures from hands-on operations are shown

in corresponding sequences in Figure 2.7 (b).

The ability for these joints to lock in place is provided by the intrinsic bi-stability of the

buckled layer. To characterize the stability of the locked joint we studied push and pull force

required to lock and unlock the joint. Here we fabricate reconfigurable joints (28mm x 40mm

in total, 28mm x 10mm for soft hinge) with two different soft region thickness (0.025mm and

0.05mm, Kapton), where the rigid regions are made from fiberglass (FR-4, 0.25mm). In the

experiment, we secured one end of the beam units to a fixed location with the other end linearly

actuated (push and pull) by a load cell mounted to a motorized linear stage (Thorlabs, MTS25-Z8,

25mm) displaced at a 5mm/s load speed (Figure 2.7 (c)). A 3D printed clamp was adapted with

bolts and nuts to secure the connection between the load cell and the sample unit. As shown in

Figure 2.7 (d), the joint locks itself with increasing external compressions due to the buckling

of the soft hinges. As the buckled hinges rotate themselves and snap into the layer channel,

the force drops until the snapped hinges are fully stored inside the layer channel. As the soft

regions have already reached their final buckling states, further pushing will contribute to the

overall compression of the beam unit, leading to an increased force as shown in the last bit of the

locking process. During the unlocking process, force hysteresis is observed as the direction of the

surface friction changes, leading to a pulling force to unlock the hinge. As shown in Figure 2.7

(d) left (0.05mm Kapton), a pulling force threshold is required to release the locked hinge. In

experiments conducted on locking hinges with a thinner soft region (0.025mm Kapton), a similar

bistable push-pull loading force can be observed with significantly lowered locking and unlocking

threshold compared to the previous experiments. Such a phenomenon can be explained by the

increased buckling strength from thicker hinge components, whereas the nonlinear hysteresis

between the locking and unlocking cycles are largely due to the nonlinear buckling behaviors as
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well as surface frictions from the inside-channel layer sliding motion. For each test, we start the

load cell at the same starting location with the samples stretched by the same amount (by strains).

The results plotted are averaged based on five individual locking/unlocking cycles per testing

sample across five individual samples.

Figure 2.7: Bistable joint mechanism and experimental results on the bistable joint activation
forces. (a) Diagrams showing the principles of operation of a bistable joint. (b) Pictures
showing the hand operation of the bistable joint. (c) Experimental setup for the translational
force-displacement test of the joint (locking and unlocking forces). (d) Experimental results for
locking and unlocking the bistable joint with two Kapton layer thickness.
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The stability of the locked-state in bistable joints and the ability to change individual joints

presents several opportunities for reconfigurable mechanisms. For instance, locked reconfigurable

joints can be utilized to hold curvatures in certain elastic structures, such as a buckling layer

laminated on the outer side of the joint (Figure 2.8 (a)). An elastic buckling layer can thus be

toggled to exhibit either buckling or flat state based on the input conditions of the snapping

hinges. Here we assembled a laminate belt with passively sustainable curvature generated by the

reconfigurable joints and the counter force provided by the elastic buckling layer (Figure 2.8 (a)

middle). Hands-on operations of such a reconfigurable belt have been shown in Figure 2.8 (a)

right, where the curved belt is capable of holding the curved shape passively.

In addition to controlling individual joint stiffness, reconfigurable bistable joints can also

be used to change the bending stiffness of laminated beam or sheet structures similar to the

capabilities of sliding-layer laminates. Arrays of bistable joints can be designed to hold an entire

sheet or beam in a rigid or soft state. To demonstrate this capability we built a two-dimensional

laminate sheet, with bistable joints arrayed along an orthogonal pattern (Figure 2.8 (b)). By

locking the bistable joints we are able to achieve an overall rigid state for the entire sheet. To

unlock the entire array of bistable joints we simply apply tension along the two diagonal corners

of the sheet and all hinges sequentially unlock leading to a fully compliant state similar to the 2D

sliding-layer laminates. However, unlike sliding-layer laminates where the stiffness (compliance)

can only be varied along an entire continuum structure or axis, reconfigurable joints allow for

material stiffening and softening at local laminate joints and tiles. Currently, such a mechanism

requires individual actuation of each reconfigurable joint which may add control difficulties as

the degree of reconfigurability increases. However, embeddable actuations as well as control

strategies such as multiplexing [101] by using only a few actuators could make it possible to

achieve low-profile, multi-dimensional reconfigurable structures that change their local or global

stiffness at will.
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Figure 2.8: Demonstrations of reconfigurable textiles from bistable joints. (a) A reconfig-
urable laminate stripe stripe with various self-locking curvatures. (b) A variable stiffness
two-dimensional laminate sheet achieved from arrays of bistable reconfigurable joints.

2.4.3 Buckling-induced Joint Actuators

Previous sections have focused on the exploration of tunable mechanical and kinematic

properties of reconfigurable laminate designs, such as tunable bending stiffness and joint creation.

In this section, we introduce how laminate units can be actuated to generate directional bending

based on the buckling state of the soft hinged regions. As shown in Figure 2.9 (a), we insert a

tendon layer with no stiffness patterns inside the central channel. The tendon has an end stop

placed at the far end of the laminate. To actuate the structure we pull the tendon layer which

applies compressive force on the soft hinges causing them to buckle and compress. Depending

on the material compositions and thus buckling strength of the dual-layered soft region, either a
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joint contraction or bending motion can be achieved based on either symmetric or asymmetric

buckling curvatures formed. A continuously bending structure (beam) can thus be formed by

laminating serial joint actuators as shown in Figure 2.9 (a) right.

One unique aspect of the buckle-bend joint actuator is that even though the tendon layer

is confined along the center of the layer channel, bending joint motion can still be generated

by the asymmetric buckling and compressive elasticity of the top and bottom layers. Thus the

tendon does not require a pre-offset lever arm for actuation and possibly can enable bi-directional

actuation from a single one-ended tendon in future designs. The central tendon contributes to the

overall thinness of the beam profile, and also allows for a high amplification ratio of the output

motion based on a small input displacement. To demonstrate, we fabricated a bending actuator

(160mm x 24mm x 4mm) with the a large stiffness asymmetry of the soft regions; the top side

was composed of thin Kapton (0.05mm), and the bottom side was composed of thicker Mylar

(0.1mm). We recorded and tracked the tip trajectory of the actuator as shown in the dashed line

(Figure 2.9 (b)). As the beam is linearly actuated, we recorded a 205° angular change t from

the tip of the beam with a distal-proximal travel distance, L, of 167mm based on a 10.5mm

tendon displacement, d. Such a large amplification ratio (approximately 16:1) makes it possible

to embed compact actuators with short stroke distances to generate a large bending actuation

(tip angular change between 150° - 300°). As an example of using low-stroke actuation Figure

2.9 (c) shows a laminate bending actuator coupled with a McKibben actuator (33mm length in

total with 18% maximum contraction) to perform bending motions based on pneumatic input. As

further explorations, the laminate bending actuator was also programmed to generate out-of-plane

bending motions by having angled stiffness patterns on the soft hinged regions (Figure 2.9 (d)).

Thus far we have only used reconfigurability of the layers to displace a tendon for

actuation. In this last section we combine the mechanical reconfigurability with the tendon

actuation to create addressable joints of a multi-jointed structure using a single tendon. We

incorporate a layer sliding mechanism into the buckle-bend joint actuators to selectively control
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the stiffness of individual joints. As shown in Figure 2.9 (e), a bending actuator composed of four

individual joints can be sequentially actuated by reconfiguring a stiffness control layer that has

appropriately aligned stiff and soft regions. By controlling the local stiffness of each actuator

a single actuation source can address individual joints. Note that the sliding-layer may also

include hybrid material components for achieving variable multi-material properties (e.g. stiffness

and damping) of the bending actuator. Thus, incorporation of reconfigurable layer sliding can

enable simultaneous control of actuation and stiffness state of reconfigurable laminates. This

presents new opportunities for building low-profile, multi-functional robotic bending actuators

with integrated control of mechanical (joint stiffness and damping) and kinematic properties

(addressable bending joints).
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Figure 2.9: Buckling induced (buckle-bend) joint actuators. (a) Design principles of a buckle-
bend joint actuator (b) Pictures showing the hand operation of a bending beam from a series of
buckle-bend joint actuators. (c) A series of joint actuators driven by a McKibben muscle. (d)
Helical bending with angled stiffness patterns. (e) Addressable actuation of each individual joint
actuator by inserting a stiffness control layer based on tendon pulling.
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Chapter 3

Flexoskeleton Printing Enables Hybrid

Rigid and Soft Structures for

Multifunctional Robot Appendages

One of the many secrets to the success and prevalence of insects is their versatile, robust,

and complex exoskeleton morphology. A fundamental challenge in insect-inspired robotics

has been the fabrication of robotic exoskeletons that can match the complexity of exoskeleton

structural mechanics. Hybrid robots composed of rigid and soft elements have previously required

access to expensive multi-material 3D printers, multi-step casting and machining processes, or

limited material choice when using consumer grade fabrication methods. Here we introduce a

new design and fabrication process to rapidly construct flexible exoskeleton-inspired robots called

‘flexoskeleton printing’. We modify a consumer grade fused deposition material (FDM) 3D printer

to deposit filament directly onto a heated thermoplastic base layer which provides extremely

strong bond strength between deposited material and the inextensible, flexible base layer. This

process significantly improves the fatigue resistance of printed components and enables a new

class of insect-inspired robot morphologies. We demonstrate these capabilities through design and
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testing of a wide library of canonical flexoskeleton elements; ultimately leading to the integration

of elements into a flexoskeleton walking legged robot.

3.1 Introduction

The huge diversity of body morphologies and locomotion capabilities in the insect world

have long served as inspiration for the design and control of flying [102,103], swimming [104,105],

and walking robots [106–108]. A defining feature of insects (and more broadly all arthropods) is

their external skeleton, called an exoskeleton, which must serve multiple roles including structural

support, joint flexibility, joint and body protection, and providing functional surface features

for sensing, grasping, and adhesion [109] (Figure 3.1 left). The exoskeleton of all insects is a

continuous sheath encompassing the animal, largely formed from two materials: chitin networks

that are embedded within cuticular proteins [110, 111]. Variation in exoskeleton stiffness (and

other mechanical properties) occurs within the continuum of the exoskeleton to distinguish joints,

struts, and continuously flexible regions (Figure 3.1 (a)). Both stiffness gradients, and discrete

changes in stiffness, are controlled by variations in exoskeleton thickness, sclerotization, and

geometry. Critically, the mobility and functional capabilities of insect limbs are determined

by this arrangement of rigid, soft, and graded stiffness elements. The insect exoskeleton truly

embodies a hybrid structure of rigid and soft mechanical elements [110, 112, 113].

Animals, including insects, have long served as inspiration for robotics [79, 104, 114,

115]. However, until recently, bio-inspired robots tended to look like their rigid industrial

robot counterparts, with legs and joints built from rigid links and stiff, high-gear ratio motors

[116, 117]. More recently roboticists have begun adopting a bio-inspired approach to robot

structure, intentionally including body and limb compliance in robot designs [51, 115, 118–120].

New fabrication methods were developed to support this new direction in bio-inspired robotics

including shape-deposition manufacturing [93, 121–124], multi-material 3D printing [95, 125],
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laser-cutting and lamination [68, 91, 102, 126], and mold-casting [127, 128]. However, the use of

these techniques has often relied on access to expensive and time consuming fabrication tools

with multi-step processes and limited materials selection. One notable exception are origami

and laminate based robots which can be fabricated using low-cost laser and paper cutters and

assembled in a short time [52, 76, 129], however these planar methods don’t allow the designer to

directly design in three-dimensions and require additional folding and bonding steps to complete

fabrication.

Figure 3.1: Bioinspiration for flexoskeleton printing. (a) The exoskeleton of an insect provides
protection and serves to support locomotion through structural and flexural regions. (b) In this
article, we introduce a new method for fabricating exoskeleton-inspired robots that seek to
embody the four principles of the exoskeleton.

In this chapter we introduce a novel fabrication process called ‘flexoskeleton’ printing to

3D print flexible and resilient robot exoskeletons for insect-inspired robots. This method uses

low-cost fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D printers and standard rigid filament materials

(ABS/PLA) that is readily accessible. The fundamental advance of our method relies on 3D

printing rigid filaments directly onto a heated thermoplastic film which provides a flexible, yet

strong base layer to the deposited material. This fabrication method enables precise control of the

arrangement and stiffness properties of joints and struts within the continuum structure of the
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robot body and its ease of use will enable wide adoption and significantly reduced fabrication

times for bio-inspired robotics.

Below we describe in detail the flexoskeleton fabrication process. We begin with a

description of the fabrication process and experiments to demonstrate the robustness and fatigue

resistance of these structures. We then present a library of flexoskeleton components that enable

control of joint stiffness and bending limits. Integration of multiple joint elements into a single

structure enables complex motion from multi-jointed legs that can be optimized for robot walking

behavior. Lastly, we demonstrate the capabilities of this rapid design and fabrication process by

building and testing a quadruped flexoskeleton walking robot.

3.2 Materials and Methods

The flexoskeleton printing process involves a simple modification to the standard fused-

deposition modeling (FDM) approach to 3D printing. In a standard consumer grade FDM printer

a plastic filament such as ABS or PLA is extruded through the aperture of a heated nozzle

and deposited onto a flat print surface. Many consumer FDM printers enable control of the

print surface temperature as well, so that the printed material can resist warping from thermal

gradients during the print process. In the flexoskeleton printing process we adhere a thin sheet of

polycarbonate, a thermoplastic that can be softened and molded under heating, to the heated bed

upon which we directly print. By heating the polycarbonate (further referred to as PC) we are

able to achieve very strong adhesion between the 3D printed material and this base layer which

enables the printing of resilient flexible structures on standard consumer FDM printers.
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Figure 3.2: Fabrication procedures for flexoskeleton printing. (a) Schematics of the flexoskele-
ton printing process. (b) A printed robot chassis from sitting on the printer. (c) A robot chassis
cut off from the polycarbonate backing layer.

Here, we performed all our printing using either the Prusa i3 MK3S or the LulzBot Taz

6, two commercially available and consumer grade FDM printers. We have demonstrated suc-

cessful flexoskeleton printing with both ABS and PLA filament (HATCHBOX filament, diameter

1.75mm) printed directly onto a thermoplastic backing film (PC, Polycarbonate, 0.1mm 0.2mm).

The print process begins by securing the base layer PC film on to the heated bed surface using

a standard adhesive such as a washable glue stick. To further reduce warping of the PC we

additionally tape down the edges using high temperature masking tape. We next allow the bed

temperature to reach the desired temperature, typically between 80 - 100°C. To allow the first

deposited layer to achieve close contact with the PC layer, and to create enough contact pressure

for good bonding we set a relatively small Z-offset, between 0.01 0.03mm above the film surface.

The nozzle was heated up to 215◦C for PLA and 240◦C for ABS during the whole print. After

the full print operation is finished we first allow the heated bed and part to cool which depending
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on the size of the part can be 5-10 minutes. Once the bed has cooled we peel off the PC layer,

including the bonded 3D printed components, and we remove the excess PC layer as the design

dictates (Figure 3.2 (a), (b) and (c)). We currently manually trim the PC layer with a cutting

tool such as scissors or a razor, however future flexoskeleton processes may integrate automated

pre-cutting of the PC film using a vinyl cutter or laser cutter (as applicable to the base layer

material).

3.3 Results of Flexoskeleton Printing

3.3.1 Delamination and Fatigue Resistance

High bonding strength between the constitutive materials in either laminate fabrication

[129, 130] or multi-material 3D printing [131] is one of the most desirable mechanical properties

to improve component lifespan and usability. For multi-layered laminate robots, sheet adhesives

(double-sided tape, thermoset adhesives) and liquid adhesive (epoxies, cyanoacrylate) have been

extensively used for bonding [44]. While these adhesives are often extremely strong, application

requires a multi-step alignment and bonding process. Multi-material 3D printing also relies on the

bonding strength between dissimilar materials that are printed into the continuum structure. High-

end multi-material printers are often able to achieve strong bonding performance between rigid

and soft materials, however this comes at the expense of long print times, expensive print materials,

and expensive printers. Alternatively, consumer grade multi-material printing capabilities are

emerging but suffer similar challenges in print time with relatively poor bond strength between

dissimilar materials [132, 133].

The bonding process for flexoskeleton printing does not require additional adhesives

or curing agents as the filament will be directly bonded to the base PC layer during extrusion.

With a combined temperature and pressure, a process called, direct thermal bonding, between

two thermoplastics take place where the flow of polymers at the material interface creates an
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entanglement of polymer chains leading to a strong bond between the two dissimilar materials

[134]. The quality of the bond is thus likely to be sensitive to the bed temperature, while the

nozzle temperature should be kept fixed to maintain print quality related to the filament (such as

print resolution and stringing). To determine the optimal thermoplastic heating parameters for

use on unmodified consumer FDM printers we printed peel test samples with uniform geometry

(40(L)x12(W)x2(T) mm) onto PC films (0.1 mm thickness) under varying heatbed temperatures

(50◦C to 100◦C). The peel test samples had a printed structure and a free polycarbonate tab. We

conducted 180° peel tests by affixing the print structure in an Instron 3367 and pulling the tab

around 180° attaching to the load cell of the Instron, we then peeled the PC layer from the printed

sample (Figure 3.3 (a), inset). The peel tests were conducted within a 6mm peel range with

a 3 mm/min peel speed. We measured the peel force during delamination and report the peel

strength as a function of bed temperature. We find that for both ABS and PLA print material,

the adhesion strength to PC is strongly dependent on heatbed temperature. Over the test ranges

relevant to unmodified 3D printers we observe a monotonically increasing bonding strength as

we increase the heatbed temperature with 100°C providing the strongest adhesion (Figure 3.3 (a)).

To give a tangible understanding of the high peel strength, we conducted a simple demonstration

where a rectangular printed hook (surface area 12x34mm) was able to pick up a 3.4 kg weight

using a string without being delaminated (Figure 3.3 (b)). Furthermore, we also find that the peel

strength can exceed that of commercially available high-bond acrylic sheet adhesives (3M high

bond transfer tape, 90° peel test, 11.2 N/cm onto ABS) demonstrating the strong delamination

resistance of flexoskeleton components.

One critical challenge facing FDM 3D printed components from standard filaments

(ABS/PLA) is its low fatigue resistance [135,136]. Consumer grade printed components typically

will quickly yield or break under cyclic loading conditions, and thus are not recommended for

using as long-term bending flexures especially with large bending range [137,138]. Flexoskeleton

printed components on the other hand may overcome rapid fatigue and failure as the PC base
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layer acts as a tension-resistive protective layer. Compared with ABS and PLA filament, PC

film has high flexural resilience, good impact resistance and toughness, and high tensile strength.

Thus, the addition of a PC layer may reduce the amount of plastic deformation and fatigue that

shallow layers of FDM printed components typically experience. To test this hypothesis, we

fabricated flexible beams with uniform rectangular geometries (48(L) x22 (W) x0.4 (T)mm)

under three conditions; a standard printed control sample with no PC layer, and two flexoskeleton

beams with PC layers of 0.1 and 0.2 mm. We mounted the samples on a cyclic loading apparatus

that bent the beams unidirectionally between a rest position and desired bend condition. In this

test we bent each beam to a constant stress state and maintained this position for 10 seconds to

simulate scenarios where robot legs will be bent and held in place for load support. The load is

then applied a distance 32mm away from the rotary center using a rigid beam. We attempted to

keep the maximum bending stress approximately the same by adjusting the maximum bending

amplitudes among all samples so that the maximum bending torque was constant. We assume

that the Young’s modulus for Polycarbonate and the print filament were comparable, and we kept

the cross-sectional area the same across all different testing samples. We measured the creep

angle of the beam by taking an image of the unloaded beam deflection angle as measured from

the neutral position before testing. We find that by adding a PC layer we are able to reduce the

creep deformation of 3D printed beams by 70% over a 300 load cycle period (Figure 3.3 (c)). The

thickness of the PC layer for the two samples did not further contribute to the creep behavior of

these beams during cyclic bending moments. Further experiments were performed to determine

the fatigue resistance over large bending angle. We constructed flexures with and without PC

backing using the same geometries as the creep experiment (5 replicates each), the beams were

bent to an angle of 60° at a constant rate of 1 Hz over 10,000 cycles. We recorded the neutral

angle of the beams with a camera and determined when the beams failed which was clearly

identified as a sharp change in the neutral angle by breaking at the base. These long term fatigue

tests show similar results as creep tests in which the PC layer to an approximately 4x greater
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fatigue resistance (inset in Figure 3.3 (c)). These experiments demonstrate how the flexoskeleton

printing process can enable direct printing of flexures and structures into a single continuum for

bio-inspired robotic exoskeletons.

Figure 3.3: Flexoskeleton resistance to delamination and fatigue. (a) The bed temperature
determines the peeling strength between the PC layer and the deposited materials. (b) An
example showing the high peel strength between the two materials. The weight is 3.4 kilograms.
(C) Cyclic bend tests of printed hinges with total constant thickness but different PC layer
thickness. The creep angle and the cycles to failure are significantly improved with PC backing
layers.
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3.3.2 A Library of Programmable Stiffness Sub-components

Having demonstrated the viability of flexoskeleton printing for creating resilient flexure

elements we now explore how the morphological features of the printed layer can be modulated

to control bending properties. First, we investigate how flexural stiffness can be controlled by

printing simple linear patterns. One way to modulate the bending stiffness of the flexure is by

increasing the printing thickness of the deposited materials. However, as most consumer grade

printers can only print layers at a poor resolution (approximately 0.1 - 0.3mm layer resolution),

depositing uniform layers may not enable fine scale control of bending stiffness. Instead, a simple

design principle for stiffness control is demonstrated in which linear patterns of high and low

segments are printed across the flexure region (Figure 3.4 (a)). Here, the thickness of the segment

is defined as ‘feature height’ and the ratio of the raised feature’s width versus period is defined as

the ‘feature width ratio’. We then controlled these 2 design parameters separately and performed

linear stiffness tests by using a custom built rotary testing stage and measuring stiffness under

small bending angle.

The measurement of the linear flexure stiffness was based on a custom motorized stage

and force sensor setup. We mounted a load cell (Futek, LSB 200) on a rotary disk stage which

applied normal force directly onto the free end of the flexure. The free end was loaded along

a circular path while force was measured. The test samples are 30(L) x 44(W)mm with a base

thickness of 0.3mm (0.1mm PC film+0.2mm base PLA). Two parameters of the test samples were

varied: feature height ranging from (0.2 - 2mm) and feature width ranging from 0 to 4mm (0% to

80%) within a 5mm feature cycle (one repeatable line segment). The samples were mounted with

their base fixed at the center axis of the rotary stage. The test is then begun by driving the stage at

0.5 degrees/second in a 4 degree bending range with the segmented pattern on the flexure facing

towards the load cell. The linear stiffness is then calculated as the force applied divided by the

circular path travelled (N/m).

As shown in Figure 3.4 (a), changing the feature height results in relatively poor control of
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joint stiffness since the stiffness curve eventually reaches a plateau as height increases. However,

changing the feature width ratio provides an effective method for control of flexure bending

stiffness (Figure 3.4 (b)). The predicted stiffness for all samples (dashed line) are based on a

simple Euler Bernoulli beam theory model that only uses geometric and material parameters.

Control of joint and flexure mechanical properties through geometry is a defining feature of

flexoskeleton components since only a single print material is used. The ability to finely print

repeated patterns enables good control over joint mechanical properties.

In addition to control of joint stiffness, many animals and robots possess joint stops to

limit a joint’s range of motion. Here we demonstrate two types of flexoskeleton joint limits

which are both based on the principle of jamming between extruded features at a desired bend

angle. Flexional joint limits are composed of vertical pillars with a circular end that serve to

jam together and significantly stiffen the joint (Figure 3.4 (c)). The distance between the center

of the head to the base layer is defined as the ‘feature height’ and a simple geometrical model

dependent on these parameters is provided. Here we report programmable joint limits by varying

the feature height (Figure 3.4 (c) right). By reversing the order of the adjacent jammable features

for every two stand outs, we reversed the direction in which the jamming happens and thus created

extensional joint limits stiffening the joint at large extensions of the joint. Here we defined the

feature length as the diagonal length of the geometrical stand outs and measured jamming angles

versus this control parameter. In all instances we find good agreement between measurements of

the jamming angle and a simple geometrical model of flexure bending.
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Figure 3.4: Flexoskeleton design features. (a,b) Control of flexure mechanical stiffness is
achieved via changing the width and height of rib features printed on the flexures. (c, d) Joint
limits can be introduced in both flexion (c) and extension (d) directions.

3.3.3 Model Derivation

Here the joint limit is defined as the jamming angle α (Figure 3.5 (b)), that is formed by

the mushroom-like jamming features when the flexure is bent at the extreme angle. First, since

the base film is inextensible, we can assume that the arc length of the bent flexure between two

adjacent jamming features is D (Figure 3.5 (b)). The jamming angle α can be solved as follows:

α =
D

(h1 +h)
(3.1)

sin(
α

2
) =

r
h1

(3.2)

The calculation of the jamming angle for the extensional joint limit is similar with the

flexional joint limit however in the reverse direction, shown in Figure 3.6 (b). The solving
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the flexional joint limit. (a) before jamming and (b) after jamming.

Figure 3.6: Illustration of the extensional joint limit. (a) before jamming and (b) after jamming.

equations for the joint geometry are listed as follows:

β =
d

(h1 +h)
(3.3)

where d is determined by

d = D−2r (3.4)

D is determined by

D = 2Lcos(γ)−b (3.5)

and h1 is determined by

h1 = Lsin(γ) (3.6)
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3.3.4 Complex Limb Motions Determined by Leg Mechanical Properties

As explored in the previous section, adding geometric features to the printed layers can

enable a wide variety of flexure bending mechanical properties, such as variable bending stiffness,

and joint limits. These features can thus be integrated into a robotic limb for programmable

limb motions. As a demonstration of generating complex motions in underactuated flexoskeleton

limbs, we designed a flexoskeleton leg composed of two flexural joints: a flexion joint for limb

contraction and an extension joint for lifting the foot tip. For each joint, we prescribed the passive

joint stiffness (determined by the segmented patterns), and joint limits (flexion and extension)

and used a single tendon to actuate the two joints by routing it above the extension joint and

below the flexion joint (Figure 3.7 (a)). We present the design of the hind limb as an example,

to achieve a non-repeatable limb cycle we printed higher passive joint stiffness for the flexion

joint but lower passive joint stiffness for the extension joint. This enables the leg to lift first then

contract back and downwards for a foot displacement without touching the ground (Figure 3.7

(b)). As the tendon releases, asymmetric friction at the toe and tendon cause the foot to generate a

push motion against the ground and thus enabling hysteretic foot motion via a single tendon. The

total displacement of the push stroke is controlled by the jamming hinge angles and stiffnesses.

As an exploration of this we changed the design of the extensional joint limits, observing different

foot trajectories (Figure 3.7 (c)) and measuring the limb curvature and shape change (Figure 3.7

(d)) and stroke properties (Figure 3.7 (e)). Tracking the continuous curvature of the limb during

the actuation cycle highlights how flexoskeleton limbs behave as a continuum structure with

a gradient in shape and curvature (Figure 3.7 (d)). This is in stark contrast to more traditional

link-joint limb designs in which the curvature would be observed as a delta function at each joint.

The stroke distance as well as the stroke ratio (defined as stroke distance per unit tendon pull

distance) is controlled by the properties of the limb hinges, and in Figure 3.7 (e) we highlight

how changing the jamming angle of the extensional hinge alone can change the limb stroke. We

find that by having different designs of the jamming morphology one can achieve different stroke
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distances without large changes of the stroke ratio, whereas changing the programmable passive

joint stiffness allows for different walk sequences and thus the functionality of the limb. The

design of the front limbs can be achieved by having the opposite stiffness distribution as in the

hind limb which enables a pull-lift cycle of movement.

Figure 3.7: Limb motion control through mechanically programmable flexoskeleton joint
properties. (a) Design of one robotic limb, composed of both extension joint and flexion joint
with programmable linear stiffness and joint limits. (b) The motion sequence of a hind leg from
pulling and releasing of a single tendon. (c) Foot trajectories tracked from within one limb
motion cycle with different jamming feature angles (yellow: 48◦, red: 49◦, and green: 51°◦). (d)
Heat map of the leg actuation curvature (right) and the shape of the continuum limb outline (left)
changing as a function of the tendon state. (e) Stroke distance (top) and stroke ratio (bottom),
defined as stroke distance per unit tendon pull distance as measured from different feature angles
(from 48°◦ to 52◦).

3.3.5 Flexoskeleton Robot Walking Performance

As a demonstration of the walking capabilities of a rapidly prototyped flexoskeleton robot,

we built a tendon driven four-legged flexoskeleton walking robot. The robot is designed and

assembled using all flexoskeleton printed limbs and chassis, and is actuated by 4 micro servos

(Figure 3.8 (a), Tower Pro SG92R). The legs consist of a 70mm length flexoskeleton continuum

limb with two joints: one flexion, and one extension. We designed flexional limit that can be
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jammed at 90°, with a total joint length of 10mm and extensional limit jamming at 20° with a

total joint length of 22 mm. We chose the front limbs and hind limbs to have similar bending

stiffness properties, however the high and low stiffness of the flexional and extensional joints

were reversed between hind and front limbs to reverse the stroke direction. For the hind limb

design, we made the extension joint (0.2mm PC+ 0.3mm PLA) a bit stiffer than the flexional

joint (0.2mm PC + 0.1mm PLA) where as in the front limb design, the case was reversed. Such a

design can help the hind limb to generate a lift-push gait cycle with the front limb doing a pull-lift

gait cycle. Each limb is printed within 30 minutes with the total print time for the whole robot

around 3 hours using one 3D printer. The layer height is set as 0.2mm with an infill of 30Each

limb is then inserted into the robot chassis (body) and connected with one micro servo through

a single tendon and a capstan. We designed the legs to be modular such that limb designs are

able to be rapidly swapped out on the robot to suit different gait requirements or walking terrains

(such as smooth or rough substrates). Note that the robot can also be printed within one print if

certain joint parameters are pre-programmed to meet with specific walking requirements. For

robot operation, we first started the robot by applying pre-tension in the tendon to support the

whole body weight (78g) while standing (Figure 3.8 (a)). The joint limits can further help the

robot support the stationary body weight by stiffening the joint at the extreme flexion or extension

angles. We then programmed a biped walking gait with 2 diagonal pairs (e.g. front left and hind

right as one pair) walking out of phase with the same frequency (Figure 3.8 (b)). The walking

speed was recorded under different driving frequencies on a flat surface with paper substrate and

the speeds were measured and averaged over a 0.8 meter walking distance using a camera for

observation (Figure 3.8 (c)).
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Figure 3.8: A walking quadruped flexoskeleton robot. (a) Each limb is actuated by a single
servo and tendon. Off-board power and control are provided through a tether. (b) A side view of
a walking sequence. (c) Speed–frequency relationship showing the robot walking performance.

3.3.6 Future Work and Challenges

The flexoskeleton printing process provides a versatile and easily accessible fabrication

method for rapid prototyping of flexible, continuum, and hybrid rigid-soft robots and fits well

within the other suite of tools for creating soft robots. Flexoskeleton fabrication enables an

alternative design process to that of typical 3D printing. When a roboticist or designer works with

a standard 3D printing process, they typically begin with a rigid structure as the starting point

(since most print materials are rigid) and then intentionally include flexibility through geometry

or print material gradations. With the flexoskeleton process we argue that the design methodology

is the opposite; the polycarbonate backing provides an initial inherently flexible substrate upon

which rigid material is intentionally deposited.

An additional benefit that flexoskeleton printing provides is minimization of manual

assembly steps for creating articulated 3D printed components. Fabrication of a rigid link-joint

based robot using a 3D printer would typically require printing each link separately and then

hand aligning and assembling the components. In a flexoskeleton robot the joint geometry is

precisely defined by the printer and so the precision of articulated components can be increased

using this process. Flexoskeleton printing can even be used for simplifying the printing of fully
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rigid designs, much like flexures in an origami robot can enable the precise locating of folds that

will eventually be locked in place [47,129], a similar concept can be used in flexoskeleton designs

where flexible PC regions can be used to locate precision assembly of components.

Flexoskeleton printing can also improve the longevity of 3D printed living hinges. Our

experiments demonstrate that the addition of a flexible PC backing layer improves creep resistance

and time to failure for flexible joints. However, there is still significant improvements to be made

in terms of fatigue resistance for flexoskeleton printing as the time to failure of bending hinges is

still quite low for any practical purposes beyond prototyping. Flexoskeleton printing provides

an incredibly quick method for reliably making flexible robotic components, which will greatly

speed up design and prototyping iterations. However, due to the rapid fatigue and low strength of

common 3D printing plastics substantial improvements will be required if this process is to be

implemented for production ready robots. The mechanical properties of the PC backing layer

place limitations on the types of structures and shapes that can be created through flexoskeleton

printing. For example, the PC layer is stiff and can be assumed to be inextensible, which

limits the ways in which flexoskeleton structures can bend. Inextensible sheets can only curve

along a single axis and thus cannot be bent into non-developable shapes (such as a spherical

shells). Cutting reliefs in the PC may enable more complicated bending patterns however this

requires fore-knowledge of the exact bends the flexoskeleton will undergo. There are many

future opportunities for incorporating different, extensible and stretchy backing layers, such as

elastomeric polycarbonate sheets.
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Chapter 4

Underactuated Flexoskeleton Robots for

Adaptive Robot Locomotion and

Multifunctional Grasping

This chapter further discusses how our hybrid design and manufacturing approach: flex-

oskeleton printing, can enable rapidly prototyping of flexible yet functional robot components.

In Section 4.1, flexoskeleton printing is utilized to achieve nonlinear hysteretic robot joints with

hybrid multi-layered snapping hinge designs. It is thus implemented inside a two-legged crawling

robot with minimalist actuation and self-adaptive motion over uneven substrates and confined

spaces. In Section 4.2, we explored the design regime of flexoskeleton printed ridges for stiffening

and locking of continuum flexible finger-like structures. These are demonstrated as flexoskeleton

fingers, an actively reconfigurable robotic appendage for stiffness tuning and self-adaptive robot

grasping.
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4.1 Underactuated Flexoskeleton Limbs with Joint Hystere-

sis Enable Minimalist Actuation of Adaptive Terrestrial

Robots

Underactuated designs of robot limbs can enable these systems to passively adapt their

joint configuration in response to external forces. Passive adaptation and reconfiguration can be

extremely beneficial in situations where manipulation or locomotion with complex substrates

is required. A common design for underactuated systems often involves a single tendon that

actuates multiple rotational joints, each with a torsional elastic spring resisting bending. However,

a challenge of using those joints for legged locomotion is that limbs typically need to follow

a cyclical trajectory so that feet can alternately be engaged in stance and swing phases. Such

trajectories present challenges for linearly elastic underactuated limbs. In this section, we present

a new method of underactuated limb design which incorporates hysteretic joints that change

their torque response during loading and unloading. A double-jointed underactuated limb with

both linear and hysteretic joints can thus be tuned to create a variety of looped trajectories. We

fabricate these joints inside a flexible legged robot using a modified laminate based 3D printing

method, and the result shows that with passive compliance and a mechanically determined joint

sequence, a 2-legged minimalist robot can successfully walk through a confined channel over

uneven substrates.

4.1.1 Introduction

Underactuation is a relatively old and widely used design concept in many robotic systems

[139–142]. The number of the control inputs (actuators) of an underactuated robot is less than

the degree of freedom (DOF) of the system, leading to a reduction of both control and hardware

complexity [143]. In the last few decades, we have seen an increased interest in the design of
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compliant robotic systems exploiting underactuation such as, robotic hands [144], grippers [145]

and exoskeletons [146], and walking robots [147, 148], most of which were based on tendon-

driven mechanisms enabling lightweight, compact and more energy efficient system designs [149].

The dexterity of the prescribed systems can also be enhanced by their passive adaptability to the

unknown environments and more robustness in handling external disturbances.

Oversimplification of an underactuated system does pose constraints for its motion capa-

bilities. For instance, within the simplest tendon-driven underactuated system, where a single

tendon can only pull and release on the far end of a series of revolute joints, the motion sequence

of all joints will be determined one-to-one based on the ongoing tendon state, as the end effector

follows the same trajectory during loading-unloading cycle. Adding more actuators might solve

the problem, however this is at the expense of additional control complexity and energy loss due

to the added mass and extra actuators (Figure 4.1 (a)). As a simpler design, using a planar leg

mechanism can reduce the number of actuators to a single revolving input [150, 151]; however,

such linkage- based systems can be bulky, challenging to design [152], and inflexible due to the

interconnected rigid linkages (Figure 4.1 (b)). Although compliant flexures can be used to replace

mechanical joints in such systems [153], the overall design concept focuses on creating fixed

trajectories with linkage transmissions, which lacks adaptability for different working conditions.

In this section, we present a design concept featuring an underactuated compliant leg system

with hysteretic foot trajectories based on a single tendon input. The key of this method relies

on the incorporation of joints with nonlinear hysteretic dynamics (hysteretic load-displacement

relationship) that can alter the joint motion sequence between loading and unloading cycles. As

shown in Figure 4.1 (c), a robot consisting of a prescribed buckling joint coupled with a linear

joint can generate a hysteretic loop trajectory based on a single tendon actuator. Among the

three leg designs, the compliance is maximized in the tendon-based continuum joint-limb system.

Additionally, the energy efficiency can also be improved based on the reduced number of motors

and body frames (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between different driving methods to achieve similar robot cyclical foot
trajectories. a) Redundant actuation by coordinating several motorized joints for the designated
foot trajectory. b) Single motor actuation of a series of rigid or semi-compliant linkages to
generate the designated foot trajectory. c) A compliant joint-limb system driven by a single
tendon actuator to follow the same looped trajectory.

This paper is arranged as follows: we first describe how hysteretic foot trajectories can

be achieved from a single tendon actuation via joint hysteresis. A conceptual underactuated leg

design is provided which consists of a linear joint in series with a non-linear hysteretic joint

based on snap-through buckling. All joints and limbs are fabricated based on a modified 3D

printing process called flexoskeleton printing [94], in which rigid filaments are directly deposited

onto a flexible backing to create structures with variable stiffness and complex morphology. The

design metrics of the hysteretic joint are explored in detail with a library of joint parameters. By

combining a hysteretic buckling joint with a linear bending flexure inside one single leg design, we

tracked the hysteretic foot tip trajectories that can be computed based on the principle of minimum

(potential) energy. By tracing a designated looped trajectory, we compare the energy cost for

driving a single-tendon based hysteretic leg with one that has fully actuated joints. Improvements

of the long term durability of a printed flexure can be achieved by incorporating superelastic

elements into the deposited layers. Finally, we demonstrate that a compliant underactuated

terrestrial robot with prescribed joints can successfully crawl over uneven terrains with hysteretic

foot trajectories which can be adapted to navigate through a confined channel based on the same
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control input and walking substrate.

4.1.2 Conceptual Design of Hysteretic Leg Trajectories

Joint hysteresis can be defined as a loss of either bending stiffness or elastic energy of

a rotational joint when the exerted load exceeds a certain threshold [154, 155]. Such a joint

will maintain its low stiffness state as the load releases. This provides opportunities for energy

dissipation and overload protection as shown in many biological systems [156]. Alternatively,

such a non-linear hysteretic joint behavior can also be utilized to create joint motion sequences

with hysteretic end tip trajectories inside a multi-jointed underactuated system. Specifically, under

slow actuation, the motion sequence of a single tendon-driven underactuated system is determined

by the joint stiffnesses and the tendon displacement. As the displacement increases and reaches

the critical load of the hysteretic joint, a sudden drop of load can be observed due to the joint

hysteresis thus changing the stiffness during unloading. The whole process is also reflected by

the trajectory of the end tip, which will follow a different path during the unloading process as

compared with its loading process.

Such a joint mechanism can be illustrated based on a single-tendon driven underactuated

robot leg with two rotational joints in series. As shown in Figure 4.2 (a), a leg with two linear

joints will not generate a hysteretic foot trajectory due to the symmetric joint dynamics (torque-

displacement curve) between loading and unloading. As we introduce joint hysteresis into one of

the joints, the joint will then exhibit a lowered extension rate (due to a loss of bending stiffness)

as the tendon releases which alters the joint motion sequence. This helps to achieve a hysteretic

foot tip trajectory, such as the swing-stance cycle of legged locomotion (Figure 4.2 (b)). In this

section, we propose a design concept, the hysteretic buckling joint, or buckling joint, featuring the

snap-through buckling of an elastic thermoplastic layer to create the joint hysteresis phenomenon.

The joint is a multi-layered bending flexure that can be easily fabricated by using a laminate

based 3D printing method. We then explore the joint dynamics as well as the corresponding leg
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motion by choosing different joint parameters. Note that other methods such as a differential

loading-unloading speed, and asymmetric joint frictions during loading-unloading cycles can also

lead to a hysteretic foot tip trajectory. However, utilizing joint hysteresis will allow a broader

operational spectrum of underactuated legged robots independent of the input speed or frequency.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of non-hysteretic and hysteretic foot trajectories of a double jointed leg
driven by a single tendon. (a) Non-hysteretic foot trajectory generated from pulling on a series
of two linear joints with no joint hysteresis. b) Hysteretic foot trajectory achieved from replacing
one of the joint with a hysteretic joint. Hysteretic joints are defined as a loss of bending moment
at a certain load threshold. Here the time axis in the plot indicates a displacement control of the
tendon.
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4.1.3 Fabrication Process

Fabrication of the whole leg design is based on a low cost, laminate inspired 3D printing

technique, called: flexoskeleton printing [94]. Here we modify the tradition FDM (Fused Depo-

sition Modeling) printing process to deposit rigid filament directly onto a heated thermoplastic

base layer which provides extremely strong bonding strength between deposited material and the

inextensible, flexible base layer (Figure 4.3 (a)). This process can significantly improve the fatigue

resistance of thin-walled flexures printed from rigid filaments and can enable a wide variety rigid

morphologies, such as joint limits that can be jammed at an extreme bending curvature (Figure 4.3

(c)). To improve the material properties, a pause and place step can be introduced by embedding

functional elements into the printed structures. For instance, we add superelastic nitinol fibers

inside flexoskeleton joints to increase the elastic recovery of the joint under large deflections.

The “hysteretic buckling joint (or buckling joint)”, is fabricated based on flexoskeleton

printing and embedded into a multi-layered hinge structure with three main components: a) A

base layer with a soft hinge (0.1 mm−0.2 mm PC + 0.1 mm−0.3 mm PLA) bridging two adjacent

rigid offsets. b) A middle buckling layer (PC film, 0.1 mm−0.2 mm) longer than the base hinge

stacked between the rigid components. c) Printed top plates with extended lips to exert force

onto the pre-curved buckling layer which causes the initial snap-through motion. Such a joint

will exhibit a pre-curved geometry at its neutral state due to the relatively longer buckling layer

(Figure 4.3 (b)).

A simple underactuated hysteretic leg design we proposed in this section is composed of

one linear joint and one buckling joint controlled by a single tendon actuator. Figure 4.3 (d) shows

a 3D printed leg prototype, with a buckling joint placed on the proximal end of the leg. This helps

to generate front leg pulling motion as will be explained in the result section. Depending on the

design scales and requirements for extra load support, either a servo or DC motor with (twisted)

strings can be used for powering the motion cycles. Each leg takes 20 min−30 min to fabricate

with its length ranging from 40 mm−80 mm, and its weight from 1 g−3 g. The resolution of all
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the prints are 0.1mm as we use a 0.25mm nozzle size for material deposition.

Figure 4.3: Fabrication of a hysteretic buckling joint based on flexoskeleton printing. a) General
process of flexoskeleton printing. b) Material composition of a buckling joint with a constrained
(snap-through) buckling layer. c) A compliant bending structure with joint limits printed for
locking at extreme bending curvatures. d) An assembled underactuated leg with one linear joint
and one hysteretic buckling joint controlled by a single tendon actuator.
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4.1.4 Parametric Exploration of the Buckling Joint

Joint hysteresis can be achieved from snap-through buckling of an elastic beam or layer.

As shown in Figure 4.4 (a), a buckling joint is pre-curved by a buckling layer (pink) constrained

inside a joint chassis. The key states of a buckling joint undergoing a nonlinear bending and

buckling motion can be characterized as: 1) neutral state, where the buckling layer is pre-curved

due to the length effect; 2) pre-snapping state, as force is induced onto the buckling layer by the

extended lip from one rigid plate; 3) critical state, where the exerted load reaches its peak value;

4) snap-through state, as the buckling layer snaps into a buckled shape causing a significant drop

of load; 5) self-returning of the buckling layer, which is recovered from the stored elastic energy.

The angular displacement ∆θ of the buckling joint is characterized as the beam orientation of the

distal rigid plate, an approximation of the rotary motion from a flexure-based joint.

The hysteretic joint dynamics are measured based on a cantilever beam bending test.

As shown in Figure 4.4 (b), the buckling joint is fixed on a stationary stage with a load cell

(lbb200, 1 lb, FUTEK) driven by a linear motorized stage (Thorlabs, MTS25-Z8). The load cell

is displaced at a speed of 2 mm/s. The joint angular displacement is measured based on a digital

camera where we measure the moment arm based on image processing and convert the measured

force into torque. A typical torque-displacement curvature of a buckling joint is plotted in Figure

4.4 (c). Here we choose five key parameters to characterize the hysteretic torque-displacement

relationship: Mcr, the critical bending moment, Mst , the stabilized bending moment after the

snap-through motion, ∆θcr, joint angular displacement at the critical state, ∆θst , joint angular

displacement at the snap-through state, ∆θrt , joint angular displacement when the joint starts to

return to its neutral state.

Each joint sample is fabricated with 44 mm−46 mm long and 12mm wide, with a 0.2 mm

thickness for the middle layer, and 2 mm for both the base layer offsets. The soft hinge of the

base layer is composed by 0.1 mm PC and 0.2 mm printed PLA. From the parametric study

(Figure 4.4 (d)) we can observe that lengthening the middle buckling layer l1 relative to the base
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hinge l2 (12 mm) will increase the post snap-through bending moment with little change in the

critical load. Since a longer middle layer means a more pre-curved shape before bending, the

effective range for the joint hysteresis operation can be increased by having a longer middle

buckling layer. On the other hand, changing the width of the middle buckling region will not

affect the pre-curved shape of the joint and thus the operational range (Figure 4.4 (d) middle row,

right). However, we do observe a linear increase of both Mcr and Mst as we increase the width

of the middle buckling layer, showing a strengthening effect of the overall buckling difficulty.

This is largely due to the increased flexural strength of the buckling layer which should have

similar effects if we increase the thickness of the buckling layer. Lastly, considering the extended

rigid lip which is in direct contact with the middle buckling layer, different force locations might

affect the bending dynamics of the buckling joint according to a lot of research [157–159]. As

shown in Figure 4.4 (d) bottom row, increasing the extensional length of the rigid lip will decrease

the critical load required for the snapping motion, with a shortened operational range for joint

hysteresis. This means that a transitional force location close to the central axis of the buckling

layer lowers the snap-through requirement and lessens the pre-curving energy accumulated from

the pre snap-through state.
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Figure 4.4: Fabrication of a hysteretic buckling joint based on flexoskeleton printing. a) General
process of flexoskeleton printing. b) Material composition of a buckling joint with a constrained
(snap-through) buckling layer. c) A compliant bending structure with joint limits printed for
locking at extreme bending curvatures. d) An assembled underactuated leg with one linear joint
and one hysteretic buckling joint controlled by a single tendon actuator.
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4.1.5 Tracking of Limb Trajectories with Programmable Joint Dynamics

The motion of serial joints (linear and nonlinear) actuated slowly by a single tendon

actuation can be computed from the principle of minimum energy. The total potential energy

of the system Esys can be represented as the addition of both the elastic energy Ee, stored inside

the joints and the gravitational energy Eg based on the body mass distribution, as shown in

Equation 4.1 and Figure 4.5 (a). As the tendon varies in length, the joint kinematics θ1 and θ2

should be solved based on the minimization of Esys for different values of tendon length, which

can be further converted into foot tip trajectories. The simulation of the leg trajectory is based on

the use of a MATLAB function, ‘ f mincon’, to find the minimized pair (θ1,θ2) with constraints

on joint limits under infinitesimal tendon variation.

Esys = Ee +Eg (4.1)

Experimental validation of the foot trajectories are conducted based on a double-jointed

underactuated leg system that can pull on the substrate and relocate its foot tip as a hysteretic

motion cycle. As shown in Figure 4.5 (b), J2 will bend first due to its lower stiffness which pulls

the foot tip towards the ground and further drags it towards the robot (Figure 4.5 (b)(1-3)). As the

tendon continues pulling with J2 already locked up by the joint limits (θ2max=78◦ and θ1max=38◦),

J1 will start to bend and makes a sudden change of angle due to the snap-through motion as well

as the sudden release of the elastic energy. This is the point where the tendon stops pulling as

both joints reach their joint limits. However, as the tendon releases, the linear joint will start to

flex back together with the buckling joint due to a loss of bending stiffness in J1 (whose order

should be J1 first and then J2 if both are linear joints), which creates the hysteretic tip motion as

shown in Figure 4.5 (b)(6).

As to compare between trajectories with different joint combinations, we fabricate linear

joints with different thickness (stiffness): 0.2 mm PLA+0.1 mm PC, 0.3 mm PLA + 0.1 mm PC,
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and 0.4 mm PLA + 0.1 mm PC. Different foot tip trajectories are tracked and predicted based on

the principle of minimum system energy with measured joint dynamics (from the bending test).

The results are shown with a highlight of the maximum stroke and lift distance for a successful

hysteretic trajectory (Figure 4.5 (c)). It can be observed that the stiffness of J2 (linear joint) has an

important role in determining the shape of the hysteretic trajectory. With low stiffness J2, the foot

will not generate a hysteretic foot trajectory as the joint is still too soft compared with an already

snapped buckling joint J1. However, by increasing the stiffness of the linear joint, successful

looped trajectories can be achieved with increased lift height (ymax) and reduced drag distance

(xmax) through a stiffer linear joint. The buckling joint in this set has the same design parameters

with the ones in the previous section, with ∆l=0.6 mm, w=8 mm and ∆e=3 mm. To further test,

we change the length of the extended rigid lip ∆e, with the same linear joint J2 (medium stiffness).

As shown in Figure 4.5 (d), by increasing ∆e, we observe a shortened horizontal stroke distance

due to decreased critical loads and a relatively unchanged lift height due to the variable joint

limits of J1. This draws different conclusions from the stiffness set and further shows that tuning

the joint dynamics will enable a range of programmable foot trajectories.
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Figure 4.5: Tracking and simulation of the limb trajectories under different joint dynamics. a)
Solving the joint kinematics based on the minimum of the system energy Esys. b) Step-by-step
hysteretic leg motions based on a linear and hysteretic joint with a single tendon input. c)
Tracking of different leg trajectories by varying the joint stiffness of J2 (linear joint). d) Tracking
of different leg trajectories by changing the length of the extended lip of J1 (buckling joint).
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4.1.6 Energy Consumption of an Underactuated Hysteretic Leg

The energy consumption of a fully actuated, multi-DOF robot has always been a concern

due to extra motor mass and the computational cost from coordinating multiple joints based on

sensory feedback [160]. Simplifying joint motions by pre-programming the motion sequence

and reducing the number of actuators using underactuation might reduce the total energy cost

without sacrificing the kinematic capabilities. In this section, we compare the energy consumption

between a double-jointed, fully actuated robotic leg with our single-tendon driven hysteretic leg

based on similar leg geometry and trajectory. To reduce uncertain loads and noises, both legs are

fixed at a stationary stage with their foot tip tracing a similar looped cycle as shown in Figure 4.6

(a). The energy consumption is measured by the integration of the power output across the motors

(Tower Pro, SG92R), which is measured from the current flow using a current sensor (INA219)

and the corresponding voltage output using a DAQ (NI USB-6009) over the entire motion cycle.

We then repeat the same experiment over a range of driving frequencies (from 0.6 to 1.1 Hz). It

can be seen that the energy consumption will increase as we increase the driving frequency for

both cases. However, on average the underactuated leg will consume 30−40% less energy than

the fully motorized leg. Although the comparison set is not conducted on a real walking robot, we

believe that with added mass from one extra motor (11.6g compared with 3g for the leg), the extra

energy required for working against the gravity will not be trivial on the fully actuated robot leg.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of energy consumption between a fully actuated leg and a single tendon
underactuated leg. a) Energy consumption per loop cycle over different driving frequencies. b)
Energy reduction from the underactuated limb over the fully actuated limb under each driving
frequency. Each data point is averaged over 10 individual measurements, with the error bar
represents one standard deviation.

4.1.7 Bending Fatigue and Improvements

One critical challenge facing 3D printed components from standard filaments is the low

fatigue resistance [135, 136]. Previous work [94] has shown that printing thin-walled structures

onto a flexible backing will increase the fatigue resistance. As a further improvement, we embed

superelastic nitinol fibers (0.25 mm−0.5 mm in diameter) inside our bending flexures based on

a pause and place fabrication step (Figure 4.3 (a)). We then compare the creep angle between

flexures with and without nitinol fibers under cyclic loads. The experiments are done by using a

L-shaped rigid deflection paddle to apply stress from one side of the sample (Figure 4.7 (a)). All

samples are designed with the same geometry: 32 mm x 22 mm x (0.2 mm PLA + 0.1 mm PC)

with a 0.5 mm in diameter nitinol added lengthwise in the middle of the flexure. The maximum

stress applied to all samples is maintained constant with a maximum bending angle of 26.9◦

with nitinol and 35.8◦ without nitinol. The result (Figure 4.7 (b)) shows that for both cases,

the creep angle will increase linearly with increasing load cycles. However, the flexure with
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nitinol embedded will have a significantly lessened (about half) creep angle compared with the

one without nitinol reinforcement. This method provides insights for improving the material

properties of current flexoskeleton printed components (e.g. joints and flexures) with embeddable,

functional elements.

Figure 4.7: Comparison of the fatigue resistance between materials with and without nitinol
reinforcement. a) Experimental setup for testing the fatigue resistance of a bending flexure. b)
Creep angles measured from two types of bending flexures over increasing load cycles. Each
data point is averaged over five individual samples with the error bar represents one standard
deviation. The maximum of the applied stress is maintained constant among all testing samples.

4.1.8 Demonstration

To demonstrate the capabilities of an underactuated robot with the proposed hysteretic

legs and joints, we built a two-legged flexoskeleton terrestrial robot with crawling motion over

uneven substrates. The robot is designed and assembled using all flexoskeleton printed limbs

and chassis with each leg driven by a single tendon actuator (Tower Pro, SG92R plus fishing

wire) as shown in Figure 4.8 (a). Each leg is composed of one hysteretic joint and one linear

joint and is programmed to generate alternating foot steps between the left and right limb (180◦

phase difference). The whole robot weighs about 30 g, with its size of 76 mm x 43 mm x 34 mm

(L x W x H). An uneven substrate is fabricated by using an acrylic sheet with cut groves as
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individual steps (Figure 4.8 (b)). Thus the robot has to relocate its foot to lift over the grooves in

order to move forward, requiring a hysteretic foot trajectory that enable forward motion despite

low friction from the feet. For robot walking on such a terrain without vertical confinement, the

walking speed is 50 mm/s or 0.7 body length/s. To highlight the passive adaptability from the

compliant and continuum limb structures, we operate the robot inside a confined channel (height:

45.7 mm), with its vertical range compressed by a small amount (naturally about 55.4 mm when

one leg is fully lifted). In this case, the robot could still perform steady crawling motion at

10.6 mm/s or 0.2 body length/s with the same driving inputs. Unlike traditional rigid linkage

based robots, limb compliance from our underactuated tendon-based hysteretic leg system is

critical for a) overload protection as we use the same torque input and b) passively adaptable limb

kinematics to suit different environments such as a confined channel without the need to switch

any robot components.

Figure 4.8: A two-legged crawling robot and its performances under different environments. a)
A prototype of the crawling robot with flexoskeleton printed limbs and chassis. b) Crawling
on an uneven substrate with and without vertical confinements. The speed is averaged over the
whole distance (290mm). The geometry of the cut grooves is shown in the picture.
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4.2 Flexoskeleton Fingers with Reconfigurable Ridges for Mul-

tifunctional and Adaptive Grasping

In this section, the author presents “flexoskeleton fingers”, another instantiation of flex-

oskeleton robot components to achieve actively reconfigurable but also passively adaptive robot

grasping. Unlike previous multi-layered flexoskeleton hinge designs for the hysteretic and

passively adaptive joint dynamics, this section focuses more on the hybrid but reconfigurable

mechanisms of the internal flexoskeleton ridges encased by soft elastomeric chambers. The key of

this design is demonstrated through two reconfigurable mechanisms: a) Utilizing the sliding-layer

mechanism for changing the flexoskeleton layer thickness and thus gripping forces. b) Exploiting

the jammable printed features on top of the flexible backing layer to cause stiffening effect

for large curvature bending. All these demonstrations present a template for easy to fabricate

reconfigurable and adaptive robot grippers.

4.2.1 Design and Fabrication

The design of the flexoskeleton fingers is based on tradtional underactuated robot grippers

[161] however with internal flexoskeleton printed cores and external soft enclosures. The core

is fabricated based on the process of flexoskeleton printing [94], which exerts large bending

curvatures and can reach a intrinsic joint limit (due to the jammable ridges), as shown in Figure

4.9. Each internal finger core consists of a flexible backing layer, a printed offset layer, and an

array of programmable ridges. The whole finger is thus assembled by encasing the internal core

with a soft elastomeric casing, which is based on molded silicone rubber. Each flexoskeleton

gripper is composed of two flexoskeleton fingers routed by a single tendon that extends to the tip

of each finger’s end (Figure 4.9 (b)). All the flexoskeleton prints in this design follows the exact

fabrication settings and rules as in the previous chapter (Chapter 3). The fabrication details for

each robot component are listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.9: Design and fabrication of the flexoskeleton fingers. (a) Fabrication of gripper
components. (b) Material composition of the flexoskeleton finger and an assembly of the default
gripper. (c) A prototype of the assembled default gripper.

After the components are printed, the assembly of the gripper takes less than 20 minutes

and does not require significant assembly hardware. Note that printing and assembling of a default

gripper takes less than 8.5 hours using only one FDM 3D printer, however this process can be

sped up with multiple printers, while all components are reusable. The total cost of raw materials

for the default gripper is less than $5 ($1.5 2 cast silicone shells, $1.25 3D-printed palms and

pulley, $0.5 2 3D-printed flexoskeleton fingers, $1.5 3D-printed molds).

The entire process does not require human intervention except at the beginning of casting

and the assembly. Thanks to the gripper’s modular design, the fabrication and reassembly of

modified fingers takes less than 1.5 hours after the first printing, since the silicone skins, palm and

molds are all reusable. Furthermore, all components of the gripper are tolerant to failure thanks

to the robustness of the flexoskeleton printing [94].
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Table 4.1: Summary of fabrication process of all parts of grippers. Components above the
horizontal line indicate default gripper components. The ones below are modifications for
stiffness changing or locking grippers.

Part Material Method Time
Palm/Chassis and pulley PLA 3D printing 2.5 hr

2 Molds PLA 3D printing 4 hr
Silicone skins Dragonskin 20 Casting 4 hr

2 Flexoskeleton Fingers PLA+PC 3D printing 1 hr
Gearbox and gears PLA 3D printing 1.5 hr
Slider for sliding PLA+PC 3D printing 20 min

2 sliders for locking PLA+PC 3D printing 30 min

4.2.2 Grasping Performance of the Default Flexoskeleton Gripper

This section aims to characterize the grasping/lifting capabilities of the default flexoskele-

ton gripper without any reconfiguration. The characterization is based on the hybrid combination

of the internal flexoskeleton finger core with the external elastomeric shell. The curvature is

driven by a single tendon actuator routed to the two ends of each finger whereas the external

shell provides extra finger strength and surface friction. Here we perform experiments to measure

the maximum lifting force of the default flexoskeleton gripper design. The layer component

of the finger core is shown in Figure 4.10 (a), where the offset layer thickness (PLA) is the

control variable of the robot lifting test. In the experiment, the gripper grasps onto a 70mm wide

rectangle between the two fingers. This object keeps the contact area and position of the initial

grasp constant. We then add weights of increasing mass until eventually the gripper is unable

to provide enough lifting force, and the external load falls off. As shown in Figure 4.10 (b), the

thinnest set exhibits the best lifting force due to the caging effect. Specifically, a thinner offset

PLA layer (0.2 mm) can be largely curved by the tendon at the tip thus forming an envelope

working against the external load. As we increase the layer thickness, the caging effect becomes

weaker; however the lifting force will increase again due to the increased layer thickness and thus

stiffness of the flexoskeleton finger layers. For fingers with a thicker flexoskeleton base layer, the
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actuation force produces large frictional force against the object, which results in larger lifting

forces. Consequently, when the thickness of PLA backing is 0.65 mm, the lifting force rises due

to an increase in fingers’ gripping force. We then perform a series of grasping of objects with

different size and geometries shown in Figure 4.10 (c).

Figure 4.10: Results for the default flexoskeleton gripper lifting force. (a) Material composition
of the internal flexoskeleton finger layer. (b) Maximum lifting force measured from different
thickness of PLA offset layers. (c) Pictures showing the gripper grasping different objects.

4.2.3 Variable Stiffness via Layer Sliding

In the default gripper, the two fingers are actuated through a differential mechanism using

a single tendon actuator, leading to a symmetric grasping motion of the two flexoskeleton fingers.

In this section, we present an asymmetric grasping motion based on the stiffness control of each

finger via a sliding layer mechanism.
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Figure 4.11: Reconfigurable flexoskeleton gripper based on a sliding layer mechanism. (a)
A sectional view of the inside sliding layer mechanism for variable layer stiffness (driven by
a gearbox system). (b) A photo of the gripper with the layer alignment percentage shown in
different configurations. (c) An overlap (or asymmetric) grip (red rectangle) is achieved when
the outer finger has the stiffer layer, while the inner finger has a thinner layer thickness.

To produce a variable stiffness change in the finger, we incorporate a 3D-printed 0.8 mm

thick sliding-layer into the 0.2mm backing layer finger (Figure 4.11). The sliding-layer is printed

using the flexoskeleton process and serves as a flexible rack, with PLA ridges printed atop the

flexible backing layer (Polycarbonate). A rectangular hole within the ridges forms a central

channel that enables free translation of the sliding-layer along the length of the fingers. The

flexoskeleton ridges here serve multiple purposes: 1) they provide structural support for the

silicone skin, 2) they limit finger bending through jamming, and 3) they enable free movement of

the sliding-layer within the central channel in the ridges. By varying the sliding-layer displacement

between the fingers, the stiffness differential of opposing fingers can be continuously modulated.

The flexoskeleton slider is printed as a flexible rack and a complementary pinion is attached to a

gearbox with gear ratio of 1.86:1, which is ultimately connected to a servo motor. The internal

designs are shown in Figure 4.11 (a), with the sliding mechanism demonstrated in Figure 4.11 (b).

An asymmetric (overlapped) grasping motion is shown in Figure 4.11 (c), with different offset

layers (0.2 mm vs. 0.5 mm) on each finger.

We hypothesize that grasp reconfiguration enables different shapes and loads of objects
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to be held. We tested three objects with distinct characteristics: 1) object with medium radius

(flask: 56g, dia. 5.4cm), 2) object with small radius and unbalanced weight (banana: 165g, dia.

3.5cm), and 3) a narrow object with low profile (keychain: 70g). The success rate of grasping a

banana and keychain, as shown in Figure 4.12 , differs significantly from the overlap to symmetric

grasping modes. This suggests the overlap gripping mode performs better for small and round

objects by conforming their narrow shape better. The symmetric mode performs well for objects

with low profile and unbalanced weight by pinching. Both modes performs well for relatively

large and round objects.

Figure 4.12: Asymmetric robot grasping via the sliding layer mechanism. Lifting performance
and grasping success rate of the gripper with the sliding layer mechanism. 0% implies no
insertion into the right finger, while 50% implies symmetric setup of gripper.

4.2.4 Reconfigurable Ridge Locking Mechanism

This section explores a different method for flexoskeleton finger reconfiguration based

on the jammable printed ridges atop the flexible backing. This grasping method requires that

the unactuated state of the gripper stay closed and locked (which in previous sections had to be
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actuated to be achieved), thus capable of grasping objects without energy input. To do this, we

first design our silicone skin with a curved geometry allowing the flexoskeleton finger to neutrally

stay in that wrapped shape. We thus reinforce the internal flexoskeleton finger cores based on

the jamming of the printed ridges. Here we design two types of ridges: one inner ridged stripe

that can mesh with an outer ridged stripe at a specific locking angle and position (Figure 4.13

(b)). We thus exploit a tendon driven mechanism to pull on either one of the stripe for locking

and unlocking the curved finger geometry. A more detailed transition of the inside robot gripper

is shown in Figure 4.13 (c).

Figure 4.13: Demonstration of reconfigurable ridge locking for passive robot grasping. (a) The
molded curved silicone shell. (b) Explaining of ridge locking mechanism, with the slidable ridge
stripe (grey) and the fixed ridge stripe (orange). (c) Transition of the reconfigurable flexoskeleton
gripper between ridge locking and unlocking.

To evaluate the grasping performance of ridge locking fingers, the lifting force of a two-

finger gripper is measured by establishing a grasp between the gripper and a circular test-load.
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We increase the load until eventually the grasp failed and the load slipped through the fingers. A

significant increase in lifting force is observed from the ridge-locked fingers as shown in Figure

4.14 left. The ridge locking gripper is capable of a lifting force as large as the force from the

actuated default gripper with 0.2 mm backing layer fingers.

To examine the effect of ridge jamming on grasp success rate, we examined the lifting

performance of a ridge locking gripper lifting a round object with relatively large radius and mass

(776.7g, dia. 7.5cm). When the ridge locking is not engaged, the gripper has a low success rate of

lifting and grasping; however, consistent with our force measurements, the gripper with ridge

locking engaged has a high success rate (Figure 4.14 right). Compared to the default gripper, the

ridge jamming design is actuated in hyperextension and is capable of almost as large a lifting

force as the default gripper. Actuation through hyperextension may be well suited to grasping

delicate objects since the grasping force is provided by the passive elasticity of the skin. However,

actuation through hyperextension is also a limitation of this design in that grasp force cannot be

controlled, potentially limiting the range of object shapes that can be grasped.

Figure 4.14: Lifting performance and grasping success rate for reconfigurable flexoskeleton
gripper. Here the gripper grasps on a circular load disk and the maximum force is measured
right before the object falls off.
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Chapter 5

Reconfigurable Robots via Pinching of Soft

Tubular Structures

In this chapter we will investigate how the bending mechanics of pinched tubes can

enable creation of local joints in soft robots. The overarching goal is to create reconfigurable on

demand joints that utilize mechanical properties and structural stiffness of elastic tubes based

on vacuuming (Section 5.1) and inflated tubes via internal pinching by rigid self-reconfiguring

modules (Section 5.2). This approach will thus merge the benefits of working with soft robots

(inherent safety, mechanical adaptation to external loads) and the benefits of more traditional rigid

joint-link robots (comparatively simple kinematics and control). Thus, this approach represents

another hybrid method for soft robot design, fabrication, and control.

5.1 Vacuum Induced Tube Pinching for Reconfigurable Flexure-

based Joints

Soft continuum robots present novel advantages over their rigid, linkage-based counter-

parts, by expanding the range of achievable kinematic configurations through their flexibility and
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lack of discrete joints. However, the lack of discrete joints presents challenges for estimation and

control of movement in continuum robots. In this section we present an intermediate approach

towards achieving the same versatility of continuum robots while maintaining the traditional

control and estimation methods for rigid robots. Our design focuses around a soft tubular element

which can be buckled through an internal negative pressure, with the buckling angle set by a

confining sleeve. Once the tube is buckled it approximates a revolute joint with torsional stiffness.

In this section we present the design, fabrication, and performance of tube-pinching reconfigurable

revolute joints. Through experiment and modeling we identify the appropriate sleeve shape that

enables joint axis control to within an error of 5.4◦. Force-displacement experiments demonstrate

that internal vacuum pressure controls the torsional stiffness of the joint. Lastly, to demonstrate

the applicability of soft joint reconfiguration we perform experiments with a flapping tail in water

to observe how joint reconfiguration enables different swimming modes.

5.1.1 Introduction

Robots that incorporate soft, continuum elasticity into their structure have been increas-

ingly popular due their passive compliance and inherent safety [50, 51, 162, 163]. The adoption of

highly compliant and deformable materials for robots is in contrast to traditional rigid robots that

are primarily composed of high stiffness materials, such as plastics and metals. Soft robots, as

inspired by biological systems, tend to use intrinsically soft and extensible materials (silicone,

rubbers, and elastic films) allowing for large and continuum-like deformation throughout the

robot body. This difference in the material choices has led to distinctive benefits for soft robot to

interact with the environments. For instance, by implementing continuously bendable structures

and actuators (pneumatic actuators and tendons) inside soft robot body, soft robotic grippers can

easily adapt their curvature to the target object, or soft mobile robots can adapt body stiffness to

optimize for effective locomotive forces.

Reconfigurability is a capability that soft robots may exploit to actively adapt to the
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environments since the soft materials may enable their structures to bend and deform in desired

ways and locations. Based on different mechanisms, reconfiguration in soft robots has been

explored through changing of active material properties [164–166], pneumatic activation of

laminated structures [41, 167], mechanical shape change [168], growing robots [16, 169], and

reconfiguration via mechanical constraints [14]. However, the continuum nature of soft robots still

presents challenges in controlling the motion and pose of soft robot manipulators, appendages,

or other components [170–172]. Since the bodies of soft robots typically may bend and deform

anywhere, they effectively have an infinite dimensional configuration space which makes the

sensing, planning, and control tasks for soft robots extremely challenging [10]. Some methods of

control and planning seek to consider the entire continuum of the soft structure [173], while other

methods attempt to reduce the continuum to a highly redundant set of linkages and use more

standard methods for control and planning [174–176]. There is even evidence in biology that soft

bodied organisms induce discrete joints into their continuum manipulators as for example when

an octopus uses its tentacle [177], or an elephant uses its trunk to manipulate objects [178]. Thus,

the ability to transition continuum soft robots into discretely jointed structures may present unique

opportunities for simplifying the control of soft robots while maintaining the large configuration

space of continuum robots. In this manuscript, we consider soft reconfigurability to mean the

ability to change prescribed axes of deformation in a continuum soft robot. Thus by changing the

axes of deformation we are able to reconfigure the desired kinematics of the system.

In this section, we present an experimental design to function as soft reconfigurable

building blocks with desired joint axes. The key of our approach is to utilize a soft elastic tubular

shell which can bend along any axis upon pinched. Specifically, we introduce negative pressure

within the tube to cause buckling/pinching to occur along a cross-section of the tube, and through

a rigid confining sleeve we can locate the exact buckling/pinching angle. Thus by changing the

position and angle of the sleeve we can create soft revolute joints with desired locations and

axes. The bending stiffness of the pinched joint is low in the preferred direction but remains
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high in the off-axes. Thus, through this simple buckling mechanism we can achieve a soft robot

structure with one of two states: 1) at neutral pressure and thus remains unbendable until after

a yield force is exceeded, 2) at negative pressure and thus buckled to a desired joint stiffness at

desired joint angle. More broadly, we propose that this mechanism is part of a broader class of

soft robotics mechanisms that utilize curvature and anisotropic of soft materials. We call such

mechanisms soft curved reconfigurable anisotropic mechanisms (SCRAMs) of which there are

several recent examples of these SCRAMs using tendon-buckled tubes [179], curved beams that

buckle anisotropically [180], and laminate joints that buckle to produce cyclic movements [181].

In the following text we present the design, fabrication, and characterization of soft

reconfigurable joints. The bulk of this work focuses on the statics and kinematics of the pinched

tubes where we characterize the resolution of joint angle, stiffness control, two-joint kinematics,

and underwater flapping modes. In the last section of the manuscript we explore a possible

application of such tube pinching joints by integrating them into the tail of a simple multi-linkage

swimming robot. An open-loop universal actuation source provides a neutral “direction free”

source of flapping input, while the controllable tube pinching along a specific axis is able to

control the flapping angle of the robot tail. This application study demonstrates the utility of joint

reconfiguration.
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5.1.2 Design of Tube Pinching Mechanism

The conceptual design of our reconfigurable revolute joints is based on negative pressure

actuation of a sealed tubular shell that creates a buckled (or pinched) region with variously tunable

stiffness and joint axis. As shown in Figure 5.1 (a), a 3D printed soft tube (TPU, thermoplastic

polyurethane) is sealed and connected to a syringe for volume control. As the air is extracted, the

tube forms a (semi-2D) buckled/pinched region with two bulged edges and collapsed surfaces.

Such an induced pinch can thus be utilized as a soft revolute joint with anisotropic torsional

stiffness as shown in Figure 5.1 (d). This means that the the bending stiffness in the pinched axis

is low but remains high in the off-axes.

A soft tubular shell with homogeneous wall thickness may pinch unpredictably upon

vacuuming. To solve this, we printed rigid sleeve-like constraints (or sleeves) that confine the

pinch axis and location. As shown in Figure 5.1 (c), with the sleeve installed, the pinch formation

is constrained within the direction and co-aligns with the sleeve’s groove. Meanwhile, the location

of the joint is constrained if two sleeves are installed in the configuration shown in Figure 5.1 (d).

To demonstrate the anisotropic stiffness of the joint, we hanged a 200g weight causing the joint

to deflect almost 90◦, which kept straight when the joint axis is perpendicular to the gravity. The

performance of this sleeve associated with its geometry is later discussed in experiment section.
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Figure 5.1: Design and fabrication of the vacuumed induced tube pinching for reconfigurable
revolute joint. (a) Negative pressure induces pinching of a sealed tubular structure (soft). b)
Fabrication process based on 3D printing of flexible materials (TPU, 85A) c) An example of a
pinched joint tunable joint locations and axes. d) The pinched joint is flexible along the pinched
axis, but maintain a higher stiffness in the off-axis loading direction (end tip mass: 200g).
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5.1.3 Fabrication

All components for building the pinchable joint were fabricated via 3D printing on a

FDM (fused deposition modeling) 3D printer (Prusa i3 MK3S). The size of the soft tube body is

180 mm in length, 50.5 mm outer diameter, 1.5mm wall thickness, 319 mL in volume, and was

printed with flexible thermoplastics (thermoplastic polyurethane, TPU). By printing with a fine

layer thickness (0.1mm−0.15mm) we were able to achieve airtight prints which allowed us to

control the tube’s internal volume using a simple syringe (or a pump). The rigid sleeves and other

auxiliary components were printed with rigid filament (polylactic acid, PLA) (Figure 5.1 (b)).

The whole tube can thus be assembled by putting on the rigid sleeve with an air inlet installed

on top of the sealed tube. The entire fabrication process can take around 4 hours with 2 FDM

printers with around 5 minutes for the hand assembly.

5.1.4 Reconfigurable Soft Joint Axis

Soft continuum structures have previously been demonstrated to create discrete joints

via direct physical constraints using either tendons [179] or roller mechanisms [14, 169]. In this

section, we focus on vacuuming a sealed tubular shell and constraining the axis of that pinched

region using a “V” shaped 3D printed sleeve. As shown in Figure 5.2 (a), with the rigid sleeve

installed, a motorized gear system is provided to drive and change the sleeve angle. When the

tube is vacuumed, it creates a pinched region whose axis should be confined and aligned with the

sleeve axis. To change the joint axis, we simply reinflate the tube and tune the sleeve axis before

deflating the tube again.
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Figure 5.2: Control of the reconfigurable joint axis based on an external confining sleeve. (a)
Joint axis control via the external rigid sleeve constraint. Cycles of tube inflation and deflation
is required for joint reconfiguration. (b) Angular mismatch between the sleeve axis and the
joint axis based on different sleeve designs (by varying the ”V“ shaped groove). (c) Simulation
results based on the same sleeve and tube designs shown in (b).

Co-alignment between the joint and the sleeve can be largely due to deeply cut grooves

from the rigid constraint which is highly affected by the geometric parameters of the “V” shape.

To characterize it, we took front view pictures of the pinched joint (Figure 5.2 (b)) and compared

the mismatch between the joint axis (defined by the bulged edges) and the sleeve axis (defined by

the pointy edges from the 3D prints). Here we vary two parameters, the width and the depth, of

the “V” shape for sleeve-joint axis comparison. As shown in Figure 5.2 (c), a deep and narrowed

“V” shape has a better constraining effect than a shallow and widened shape (width change from

18mm to 24mm and depth change form 30mm to 45mm). An averaged angular mismatch was

measured with 5.4◦, 14.5◦ and 21.7◦ for the three sleeve sets. As a verification, we put the same
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design parameters of both the pinchable tube and the confining sleeves into a static simulation

(ANSYS) and applied a similar pressure condition as in the experiment (110 mL air extraction of

the tube with a 319 mL internal volume). The simulated results (Figure 5.2 (d)) showed good

match with the experimental sets from the deep and narrowed “V shape” (width 18mm, depth

45mm), however slightly differ from the other two sets. We believe that the sleeve design helps

confining the joint axis by confining the bulged edges to form only in the groove region and thus

a sleeve design with a deep but narrowed “V shape” (Figure 5.2 (c) left) shows the best results

among other sleeve designs.

5.1.5 Changeable Joint Stiffness from Geometric Pinch Control

The stiffness profile of such a reconfigurable revolute joint can be controlled via either

tuning the joint axis or changing the internal volume of the tube. The stiffness was characterized

based on a linear motorized force gauge (Mark-10, ESM750) where we aligned the tube’s neutral

axis with the external loading part (Figure 5.3 (a)). Our test sample (a sealed TPU tubing) has a

parameter of 50.5mm (diameter) x 180mm (length) with a 1.5mm wall thickness. The sample

was fixed at one end like a cantilever beam with the load exerted at the other end. The loading

speed was set to 100mm/min with a 10mm travel distance. The stiffnesses were measured under

two variables: 1) tunable sleeve and thus joint axis, and 2) different internal volume extracted ∆V

using a syringe with the joint axis poised at 0◦.

For tunable joint axis, the tube’s pinch angle was varied from 90◦ (co-aligned) to 0◦

(perpendicular), while the internal tube volume extracted was kept at 110 mL throughout the sets.

As shown in Figure 5.3 (b), during the loading process, the joint exerted increasing reaction force

linearly with the load travel; however, it exhibited reduced load rate during the unloading process

due to the nonlinear hysteresis from the tube pinching and buckling. For different joint axes, we

observed the highest stiffness profile when the joint was poised at 90◦ and the lowest stiffness

when it was at 0◦. The load rate (stiffness) lowered gradually as we tuned the joint axis from 90◦
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to 0◦. This can be largely due to the anisotropic stiffness profile from the pinched region of a

flexible tubing [179]. Such a phenomenon can be utilized for varying the joint bending stiffness

by selecting a highly resisting joint axis while maintaining soft in the orthogonal direction.

Figure 5.3: Experimental tests of the anisotropic and variable stiffness of the pinched joint.
(a) Anisotropic joint stiffness from different joint/sleeve axis. (b) Variable joint stiffness from
changing the internal tube volume.

Similar stiffness tests were conducted based on different internal volume extracted from

the test sample. In this set the joint axis was fixed at 0◦, and the volume extracted was varied from

50 mL to 80mL to 110 mL. As we changed the internal volume of the tube, we measured the

inside pressure using a pressure sensor (Honeywell, NBP, 0-30psi). The system pressure between

the syringe and the pinched tubing remained almost unchanged with different tube internal

volumes extracted. In Figure 5.3 (c), we observed a significant drop of force rate (stiffness) as we

increased the internal tube volume extracted, which is due to the reduced cross sectional areas

of the pinched tube as well as the curved surface from buckling. Joint hysteresis can also be

observed during the loading and unloading process. The hysteresis is largely due to the buckling

from the lower surface of the tube that dissipate more energy as it recovers to its neutral state. All

tests (for both tunable axis and volume control) were sampled and averaged with five independent

trials where we reset the internal air volume for each data set using the same tube (joint) sample.
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5.1.6 Underwater Joint Kinematics via Universal Actuation

One idea behind the proposed reconfigurable joint is that different modes of robot kine-

matics can be generated based on the same actuation input with different pinched joint states.

Here we designed a non-directional actuation method to select out desired underwater appendage

oscillatory motions with a single tube pinch. (shown in Figure 5.4 (a)). Here we demonstrate such

a concept using an underwater flapping tail with a stepper motor (17hs19-2004s1) universally

spinning without preferred directions. To achieve the proposed motion strategy, the tail should not

rotate itself since our desired joint axis has to be remained at a fixed angle. To solve this, the tail

was fixed to a stationary base using a tygon tubing with a high torsional stiffness to prevent tail’s

self-spinning. Meanwhile, the tail was also constrained by an eccentric distance to amplify the

motion amplitude for an observable flapping motion. We then designed an indirect drive system

using a 3D printed gear drive coupled with the motor input (Figure 5.4 (b)).

Under such a universal actuation method, we characterize the underwater tail flapping

performance by driving the pinched joint under different input frequencies. At a low spinning

frequency (0.56Hz), the joint acted as a rigid tail with a symmetric end tip trajectory. As we

increase the driving frequency to 1.4Hz, we observed symmetric tail flapping motion with the

joint bending out of phase to the input. As the input frequency increased to 2.5Hz, we observed a

biased flapping motion of the joint from an a universal actuation. Such a phenomenon may be

caused by the hysteretic stiffness from the pinched tube plus the initial conditions (e.g. facing

of the tail and the joint axis) which shows potentials in altering the underwater locomotion by

changing only the input driving frequency.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental tests of pinched joint as an underwater flapper. (a) A multi-frame
image from a video of an actuated joint flapping in water. A rotary motor causes the joint to
undergo a circular motion and when the joint is buckled at a specific angle the tail exhibits
flapping motion along that axis plane. (b) Setup for the universal actuation mechanism. A tygon
tubing was used to prevent self-spinning and thus unfixed joint axis of the tube. The flapping
motion was amplified by the eccentric distance using a bar constraint with a hole in it. (c) Tail
flapping results from three frequencies demonstrate the different behaviors of the tube. Low
frequencies do not induce joint bending, modest frequencies induce symmetric joint buckling
and thus flapping motion, and high frequencies induce asymmetric (biased) flapping motion.

5.1.7 Demonstration of the Two-jointed Robot Kinematics and a Robot

Swimming

With the tunable joint axis and variable bending stiffness from internal volume control,

one can design a two-joint linkage system with reconfigurable configuration spaces. Here we

demonstrate a simple two-joint passive robotic appendage, that has confined mobility based on

the activation of the anisotropic stiffness. As shown in Figure 5.5 (a), with the two linkage in

different combinations of pinch axes, we were able to achieve selective joint flexibilities as well
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as range of motion of the reconfigurable robotic linkage system. The challenges for the current

demonstration are a) the continuum structure is made of segmented tube sections and thus the

joint positions are not truly reconfigurable and b) each individual segment requires independent

pinch control. However, in the future it is possible to design slidable joint sleeves over a single

long tubular structure with internal valves activating the pinch for each separated joint segment.

For the swimming robot test, we assembled two reconfigurable joints in series as a

continuum flapping tail and mounted them on a rail system to observe the linear flapping motion.

The idea is based on the potential out-of-phase flapping of the two jointed segments that forms

travelling wave for the robot to move forward. To do this, we aligned the two joint axes and

mounted a rigid tail by the end of the robot (60mm tail length) (Figure 5.5 (b)). The tail was

driven by the same universal actuation method as described in the underwater kinematics section.

Under a 2.35Hz input frequency, the two-joint system moves steadily at an averaged speed of

14.1 mm/s (Figure 5.5 (c)). Although the current robot can not move at a fast pace, we believe

that such an underwater robot design can be applied inside a confined space, such as a pipe, using

the undulatory body motion without necessarily large flapping amplitude.
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Figure 5.5: Two-joint linkage system made with two pinchable joints. (a) The kinematics
of two-linkage tube with various pinching axes. (b) A swimming robot with a reconfigurable
two-joint body. (c) Displacement and speed profiles of the swimming robot.
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5.2 A Curvature Based Reconfigurable Mechanism For Inflat-

able Robots via Internal Virtual Joint Modules

To grasp an object, a traditional robotic arm has to undergo a series of preplanned

motion sequences within its reachable workspace, whereas an elephant trunk can activate several

“virtual” joints at the desired locations, reducing the grasping effort while adapting to different

environments [177, 178, 182]. In general, as most articulated robots are designed with fixed

joint-linkage systems tuned for specific applications, it poses challenges for them to work

under changeable environments or to deliver different tasks requiring completely novel robot

kinematics or dynamics. A reconfigurable architecture will thus be helpful for generic articulated

robots to achieve on demand robot kinematics and dynamics. Inspired by the free formation

of “virtual” joints in biological systems, we propose an integrated design approach to achieve

self-reconfiguring inflatable robots via the implementation of internal virtual joint modules.

Our virtual joints are formed based on the pinchable cross sectional area of the inflatable but

inextensible fabric shell via the internal module expansion. Specifically, the internal modules are

equipped with functionalities allowing joint prelocation, joint formation, joint actuation and joint

cancellation, leading to uncountable robot joint-linkage kinematics. In this chapter, we introduce

the design principles for the internal virtual joint modules. Geometric factors are considered and

tested for the virtual joint formation and actuation. A simplified control algorithm is provided

to achieve linkage-based robot kinematics across reconfigurable workspaces with various task

settings. With the foldable and deployable soft robot body, we demonstrate such a robot as a

portable functional device capable of locating targets and delivering tasks under circumstances

that are otherwise inaccessible to traditional non-reconfigurable articulated robots.
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5.2.1 Introduction

Traditional robotic arms equipped with motorized revolute joints are meant to reach

desired locations for the end effectors via the preplanned joint-arm motion trajectories. For

achieving complex arm motions, solving such a problem relies on the installation of multiple

actuatable joints and thus degrees-of-freedom which add the both mechanical design and control

complexities to the system. Biological systems, like elephant trunks and octopus arms, on the other

hand, solve similar path-planning problems via simple control signals however through the inner

complex fibrous architectures (e.g. anisotropic multilamellar fibers in the muscular hydrostat)

without relying on the articulated skeletons. It thus opens up opportunities for approaching either

big or delicate objects from different angles based on the locally changeable body (e.g. the

elephant trunk) curvatures leading to on demand joint-arm configurations [178, 182, 183]. This

inspires us for designing on demand joint formation and actuation mechanisms for future soft

and continuum robot bodies that can be actively adapted to different environments and working

objects (Figure 5.6 (a)). Such a robot can either be a reconfigurable robot arm that creates local

curvatures for on demands joint bending motions or a oscillatory robot with tunable locomotion

modes based on the same actuation input however different joint parameters (e.g. joint numbers,

locations, and stiffness).

Through the development of tradtional articulated robot arms [2] we know that the

integration of discrete motorized joint-linkage systems can result in controllable joint movements

and thus accurately predictable robot configurations (through high-precision motors and feedback

controls). However, such robots are usually incapable of automatically changing their established

joint-linkage configurations (with some breakthroughs via flexible reconfiguration methods for

sole robot end effectors [184]). This poses challenges for robots to adapt to completely new

working environments and might cause interference and collision due to the pre-defined reachable

workspace. On the other hand, exploitation of soft materials that exhibit large deformation

and geometric conformation offers opportunities for developing self-adaptive robotic structures
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through the high body compliance [3]. Through the development of soft robot abilities [162], such

as twistability, stretchability, elongation and shortening, jamming and stiffening, etc., many have

demonstrated the novel robot functionalities that traditional robots cannot achieve (from robot

weights, sizes, and adaptability). However, soft robots also suffer from their intrinsic softness

and potentially infinite degrees of freedom when exerted with loads from multi-directions. To

solve this, in this section, we present a self-reconfiguring serial linkage robot that combines

the features from rigid discretely actuatable joints as well as the continuum body structure with

changeable morphologies and thus reconfigurable body shapes Figure 5.6 (b). Through the

soft pinching mechanism based on an internal module design, we develop an on demand joint

formation and thus changeable robot configurations and kinematics for inflatable serial linkage

robot. Section 5.2 is written as follows, first the author explores the basic mechanics of internally

pinching of an inflatable tubular structure. Tube collapsing strength is tested and predicted for

the motor selections for the internal joint modules. We demonstrate such a linkage robot starting

from a compact shape that deploys itself through on board air pressure regulation with variously

changeable robot kinematics. Finally we study the locomotion of a three-linkage rolling robot

consists of perpendicular joint axes from dual internal modules.

5.2.2 Characterization of the Mechanics of an Inflated Soft Pinched Joint

The stiffness of an inflatable tube structure is largely determined by the internal pressure

and the tube geometric diameters [185, 186]. However, in our reconfigurable pinch tube design,

we assume that the internal pinching mechanism will reduce the bending stiffness of the pinched

joint due to the narrowed cross sectional area. We thus conduct experimental tests to measure

the joint stiffness of the inflated pinched region without joint actuation. As shown in Figure 5.7

(a), the test is based on traditional cantilever beam bending stiffness testing, where we fixed one

end of the inflated structure with a middle ring constraint right next to the pinched location. We

couple a force sensor (Mark10, Series 7, 500N) by the end tip of the structure and load the tube
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Figure 5.6: Introducing the “virutal” robot joint concept and the hybrid reconfigurable serial
linkage robot concept with both “rigid” and “soft” robot design features. (a) Continuum
biological structures with discrete joint formation and actuation [177, 182] inspire us to come
up with continuum robot structures with on demand local joint formation and actuation. (b) A
reconfigurable soft linkage robot concept based on the design features from both rigid and soft
robot components (e.g. discrete revolute joint and continuum inflatable robot body).

in the horizontal plane across different joint angles. To investigate the stiffness tuning effect from

the joint pinching, we prepare three sets of internal pinching spans: no pinch, 106 mm pinch span

and 118 mm pinch span vs. 82 mm tube diameter. For all sets we pre-insert the module to the

pinch location, however with no joint actuators and very minimal rotary friction (using bearings).

We did not choose a pinch span to the maximally allowable geometric span since that will require

huge pinch force which is incapable for our embedded pinching motor to achieve. The results

show that for the set of no pinch, it requires an initial bending moment to create a pinch at the

designated location. As the joint angle increases, it did not vary too much until it hits a large joint
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angle (from 100◦ to 120◦), since the two separated chambers interfere with each other. Such a

joint stiffening phenomenon due to the inflated structure interference is also observed in [14]. As

we increase the tube span to 106mm vs. 82mm tube diameter. We observe slightly decreased joint

reaction torques within an initial joint motion range (from 0◦ to 40◦). The moment required to

drive the joint at high joint angle does not reduced to a lower level due to the mildly pinched cross

sectional area. Finally, as we increase the pinch span to 118mm vs. 82m tube diameters. The

initial joint stiffness reduction is significant and that effect extends towards higher joint angles.

Although the joint moment rises to a high point at = 120◦ at 30.3 kPa (due to internal module

interference as well), the overall joint reaction torque within 0◦ to 80◦ joint angle is significantly

lowered. We thus believe the internal geometric pinching of the inflatable structure help to reduce

the joint passive bending stiffness and will allow for less motor input torque for carry the same

load at the same joint angle compared to a no pinch scenario.
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Figure 5.7: Characterization of the pinched joint passive stiffness with different pinch geome-
tries. (a) Experimental setups for the joint stiffness testing. (b) Torque angle relationship of
the pinched joint with different pinch geometries. Torque reduction within the initial angular
motion has been observed for a wide pinch.
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To determine the force requirement to form a pinched region, here we choose a 70 cm

long sealed fabric tube (200 Denier nylon fabrics, Seattle Fabrics) with a 8.2 cm tube diameter.

We secure the middle of the tube and thus the designated pinched region on a Mark-10 motorized

force tester (ESM750) with force measured from a digital gauge (Mark-10, Series 7, 500 N)

(Figure 5.8). The fixed tube starts with a pinch span equal to the tube’s rounded diameter (82 mm),

where we increase the pinch force by applying a linear translation to the tube’s top edge at the

speed of 1 mm/s until each time the pinch reaches a desired span (from 108 mm to 124 mm). This

experiment is thus repeated for internal tube pressure ranging from 0 kPa to 12.5 kPa positive

pressure and the results are displayed in Figure 5.8. From the plot we notice that, pinching a tube

with an increasing internal pressure will increase the force required (as an initial offset) to form

and sustain the pinch, and that the force increases significantly with increasing pinch spans. This

informs us that even with a relatively low operational pressure (e.g. 10 kPa), it requires more

than 100 N to form a pinch at first hand, which can be hardly achieved by most forms of internal

actuation methods within the compact design volume (82 mm tube diameter). Thus in practice,

This leads us to choose to expand the pinching mechanism and thus to form a pinch when the tube

is fully deflated (close to 0 kPa). We then increase the internal pressure to let the internal module

mechanisms to bear the compressive stress from pinching the tube with reinforced materials and

structures (Section 5.2.4 for detailed module design).
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Figure 5.8: Measurements of the required forces to create a pinch for a pressurized tube. (a)
The experimental setup for testing. Pulling is applied to the tube’s skin for pinch creation via
the Mark-10 machine and read through the force gauge. (b) The measurements of the force
requiring the create the pinch to different pinch spans under different pressures.
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5.2.3 Inflatable Tube Collapsing and Design Considerations for Internal

Joint Actuation

Inflatable structures have numerous advantages for robotic applications due to their light-

weight, deployability and foldability as well as high strength to mass ratios. However, based

on a set of design parameters (e.g. tube’s lengths, diameters and internal pressures), there exist

external moment thresholds an inflatable structure can withhold before collapsing. As addressed

in [187, 188], collapsing of inflatables is defined as a failure mode when an large increase in

deflection can be caused by a small increase in the moment exerted. This collapse moment is

modelled based on the longitudinal stress distribution of the inflated tubular structure, analogous

to the shear-moment bending analysis of an elastic beam [186, 188, 189]. Based on this model,

an inflated tube starts to wrinkle when the resulting longitudinal stress from both the internal

pressure and the external loads becomes zero on the concave side of the tube. Furthermore, a

collapse happens when resulting zero stress propagates to either half [188,190] or all [186,189] of

the tube’s circumferential (cross) section. Due to reports about the overestimation of the inflated

tube collapsing moment [188, 190–192], we choose the half tube section zero stress method as

the guideline for predicting our inflated tube collapsing moment as described here

Mc =
π2 prt

3

4
(5.1)

Mc stands for the collapsing moment, p is the internal pressure of the inflated tube (or

beam), and rt is the radius of the cylindrical structure. Note that, for simplicity, this model does

not account for the thickness (t) change from overpressurizing an elastic thin-shell structure, and

thus the strain energy stored due to the internal overpressurization. However, this model still

applies to inflatable structures with thin membrane bodies [188, 190]. With that said, one will

expect to measure higher collapsing moments by choosing thicker inflatable materials with higher

Young’s Modulus based on the same other geometric factors (diameter and length) and pressure
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conditions( [191]).

To test the tube’s critical collapsing moment, we conduct experiments by fixing a 50 cm

inflated tube (82 mm in dia. and 0.27 mm thickness) as a cantilever beam and hang some weights

on the tip to measure the tube’s angular deflection. Within each experiment set, we apply loads

at the end tip with increasing mass(from 200 g to 1400 g with 200 g increments), and measure

the angles from the slope of the tube’s upper surface Figure 5.9 (a). We then change the internal

pressure with three different sets: 12.6 kPa, 21.4 kPa, and 30.3 kPa. The results are shown in

Figure 5.9 (b) and the dashed lines represent the predicted collapsing moment based on Equation

5.1 for different pressures. It can be seen that at due to the increasing pressures, the model

underestimate the results due to the missing term from the pressure induced strain energy of the

inflatable structure. However, for simplicity and general applications, this model can still be

applied for a main parametric exploration, the tube’s diameter, which will serve as the key design

parameter for internal joint actuation since it involves accommodating the physical sizing of the

motors and other driver and power systems.

Figure 5.9: Inflated tube deflections under different loads and internal pressures. (a) A sketch
showing the setup for testing the inflated tube angular deflection with end tip load. (b) The
results for tube deflections under different internal pressures and external moment added at the
end tip. The dash lines indicate the theoretical collapsing moments for the inflated tube for
different internal pressures.
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Actuation for soft pneumatically supported robots have been extensively explored based

on “soft” solutions, such as the inflation-deflation of embedded pneumatic chambers [193–195],

artificial muscles [196, 197], or externally routed tendon actuators [198–200]. These methods

are usually tethered with an air source or a motorized basis that cannot be easily portable due to

specific force generation, power consumption (of pneumatic pumps, and motors) thus leading

to irreducible size and weights of the actuation and power systems. For untethered soft robots,

building on-board actuator and power systems [201] are highly desirable, which have been

achieved via certain types of “rigid” actuators (including motorized pumps) [14, 202, 203]. In this

section we propose a design and actuation paradigm for internally driven inflatable robots via

the installment of gear motors along the robot axial (lengthwise) direction (e.g. a tubular robot).

We first discuss the limitations of force (torque) generation from an inflatable linkage (beam)

structure considering the collapsing moment (based on specific p and r). We thus discuss the

minimally required motor selections for driving the created virtual joint while maintaining the

maximally possible tube’s “functioning” strength (before collapsing). A curve for potentially

achievable tube’s strength with the thinnest set of tube’s diameter is plotted and our motor choice

is highlighted that fits within the prediction.

The discussions for internal driving of pinchable joints of inflatable structures is based

on both geometric and mechanical prerequisites. As shown in Figure 5.10 (a), when pinching

from inside of the inflated tubular structure, it creates a buckled region and thus an elliptical cross

sectional area allowing long but thin mechanical transmissions. This leaves short arm distance

and less mechanical advantage for driving the joint with large moment arm distances. Without

using tendon based actuation, we choose a set of bevel gear transmission (1:1), directly meshing

the rotary shaft with the gear motors. The torque amplification is achieved from the gearheads

with two motors mounted symmetrically along the axial axial direction for the maximally possible

torque generation. For a given tube radius rt and gearhead diameter dg, A minimum gap distance

dmin (dmin = rt −dg) is pre-allocated for accommodating all the electronics and batteries while
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allowing the virtual joint modules to easily slide inside the tube. The reason for choosing two

separate motors aligned in the lateral direction instead using of one large motor is two-fold: two

motors reduce the module sizing in the pinch dimension, and the mechanical transmission for a

single motor is more complex than for two parallel motors.

Due to the collapsing moment of an inflatable structure, the maximum output torque

(defined by the tube’s strength) is determined by its diameter (for a tube) as well as the internal

pressure. With a fixed tube’s diameter, one can increase the input pressure for an increase of

output torque; however, that is further constrained by the maximum continuous torques governed

by the motor sizing and other specifications (e.g. motor constants and gear types) [204, 205]. Our

assumptions are thus established based on the following equations,

FL ≤ Mc (5.2)

where F represents the output force the inflated beam can provide with an arm distance L before

it collapses (Figure 5.10 (a)), and thus

Tj = 2Tg = FL+Ti (5.3)

with Tj, the active torque provided by the joint via internal actuation, Tg, the rated output torque

from the a single geared motor (Figure 5.10 (b)) and Ti representing the internal resistive torque

due to internal pressure and mechanical frictional loss. Here, we use the maximum continuous

torque from the gear head as the motor selection guidelines. The reason is that the mathematical

multiplication between the motor torque and the gear ratio can always exceed the actual rated

torque (Tj) of the gearhead, which is governed by the maximum stress bearable by the gear

teeth [204]. Now let us consider an idealized scenario where the internal resistive torque Ti

becomes zero, meaning that a perfectly pinched joint allows free rotation of the inflatable beam

along its pinched axis. Thus we rewrite Equation 5.3 as
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Tj = Mc =
π2 prt

3

4
(5.4)

Equation 5.4 thus serves as the minimum requirement for motor selections to achieve the highest

possible soft linkage strength and operational pressure p (given certain tube diameter rt). Based

on the requirement for minimum gap distance between the tube radius and the diameter of the

gearhead we get,

rt = dg +dmin (5.5)

and substitute Equation 5.5 with rt we have

Tj = Mc =
π2 p(dg +dmin)

3

4
(5.6)

and for real world applications, we choose dmin to be 18 mm, and choose Maxon GPX gearheads

as a commercially available solution for joint actuation due to their high torque to volume ratios.

Figure 5.10 (c) shows a heatmap of the possible tube “functioning” strength (before collapsing)

based on different tube diameter and internal pressure. Individual tube’s strength with specific

tube and gearhead diameter are plotted from 4 mm to 52 mm gearhead diameter. Based on the

scaling laws of robotic transmissions [204], we assume that the rated torque from the gearhead is

proportional to the cube of the gearhead diameter, which is

Tj = kdg
3 (5.7)

where k represents the torque constant of the gear transmissions. By combining Equation 5.7

with Equation 5.6, we solve the maximally operational pressure and thus tube strength for a given

tube diameter based on the abovementioned actuation and transmission schemes, which is
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p =
4kdg

3

π2(dg +dmin)3 (5.8)

and thus based on Equation 5.8, a predicted tube collapsing curvature is plotted given the rated

torques using the Maxon gearheads (GPX series) as well as the assumption that the rated torque

is proportional to the power of three of the gearhead diameter as in Equation 5.7. Again, all

achievable tube’s strength are based on the preassumption of a zero loss of internal torque where

we optimize the torque to design volume ratio by using a set of geared motors installed in the

longitudinal direction of the inflatable structure. It can be observed that, due to the minimum

gap distance dmin, a small sized tube can barely support heavy loads whereas increasing the

tube diameter represents an effective path to achieve high linkage strength for internally driven

inflatable robots. Without dmin, one should expect a straight horizontal line on the heatmap

pointing to the maximum operating pressure since both the collapsing moment and the motor

torque are proportional to the power of three of the tube’s diameter. The motor we choose for our

robot joint actuation is a 488:1 gear motor (Servocity, 12 V, 26 RPM) as shown in Figure 5.10

(c). Specifically in the design, we choose a 2:1 gear ratio bevel gear set to increase the potential

torque generation. It thus means that, as a sacrifice of joint speed, it is possible to internally drive

an inflatable structure while attaining high linkage strength by choosing the right gearhead and

even add more gear ratios through complex gear train designs.
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Figure 5.10: Tube strength and selections for joint actuators. (a) A sketch of designs for internal
joint actuation. The motors are arranged in the lengthwise direction for max torque output. A
minimum gap distance dmin is required for internal module relocation which is defined as the
tube radius rt subtracted by the gearhead diameter dg. (b) A sketch showing the fundamentals of
the potential joint output torques. The collapsing moment (Mc) of the tube serves as the upper
limit of the torque output an inflated tube (or beam as used in other references) can provide.
And this torque has to be at least provided by the joint actuators (Tj) considering the internal
resistive torque loss (Ti) via the dual-motor actuation scheme (2Tg). (c) A surf plot showing the
collapsing moment (or “functioning” strength) of an inflated tube with different diameters and
input pressures. The dots represent the maximum operational pressure of an inflatable tube with
the smallest gearhead and tube diameter based on reported data from Maxon GPX gearheads,
where Tj = Mc. The predicted curve is based on Equation 5.8 and we assume the maximum
continuous torque Tg is proportional to dg

3. The star represents the motor choice in this work.
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5.2.4 Conceptual Design of the Internal Module

Based on previous discussions on the design considerations for inside tube joint actuation,

this section describes a detailed conceptual design for the internal virtual joint module. Our recon-

figurable robot mechanism is based on the geometric pinch control of the inflatable structure via

the internal independent virtual joint modules. Our goal is to achieve on demand joint formation

and actuation of a continuum inflatable robot at the desired location and screw axes (revolute

joints with one DOF) from inside the structure. Achieving such an integrated reconfigurable robot

functionality requires individual subfunctions, namely the joint relocation, the joint axis tuning,

the joint pinching (formation) and the joint actuation via individual components. As depicted in

Figure 5.11, the whole module with a whole body length of 37 cm and a diameter of 8 cm (with

the pinching mechanism retracted). The module can be divided into two parts: the joint formation

and actuation side, which are bridged by a set of bevel gear transmissions.

For the joint actuation, two brushed DC motors (Servocity, 12 V premium planetary gear

motors, 26RPM no load speed) are symmetrically installed in the lengthwise direction in the upper

chassis (Figure 5.11). The motors are coupled with two small bevel gears (Servocity, 32 pitch, 16

teeth, 4mm bore dia.) and are further meshed with two larger bevel gears (Servocity, 32 pitch, 32

teeth, 1/4” bore dia.) forming a 2:1 gear ratio. The bigger gears are further constrained via a set

of shoulder bolts and bearings contained by the 3D printed chassis. The motors are programmed

to rotate in the opposite directions against each other leading to joint revolution along the pinch

axis (aligned with the center of the bigger gears). For joint actuation, we implement an angular

position control strategy based on a simple PID (Proportional–Integral–Derivative) control loop.

Remote control is established based on a low energy cost (10 to 15 mA/sec) microcontroller

(Teensy LC) and wireless communication modules (nrf24l01+). All electronics are powered by

two batteries, with a small 3.7 V 450 mAh LiPo (lithium polymer) battery for the microcontroller,

and a 11.1 V 850 mAh LiPo battery for the two gear motors. All electronics and batteries are

stored within the chassis and are independently operated over the joint formation side.
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For the joint formation, the modules are designed to relocate and anchor themselves at

the desired tube locations forming virtual revolute joints with the right screw axes (one-DOF).

The modules are equipped with passive rollers (small LEGO wheels) for reduced rolling wheels

while maintaining high frictions for freely rotating inside the tube (thus affecting the joint axes).

However, due to the irregular surface contacts and on average low surface frictions between

the module and the external soft shell, a pure roller-based module relocation may not generate

sufficient thrusts. To solve this, we propose a chain-climb mechanism featuring a metal ball

chain passing through the central line of the entire module (lengthwise direction) and meshed

with two motorized gears (Pololu, 380:1 micro geared motor) mounted by the end of the lower

chassis Figure 5.11. This allows for the gear teeth to catch individual ball without slipping and

significantly improves the thrust for module relocation (even driving upwards against its own body

weight, around 9.3 N). The joint axis is tuned by a separate DC motor (Pololu, 1000:1 micro gear

motor) inside the lower chassis with printed gears meshed with the central pinching mechanism

Figure 5.11. The pinching mechanism is built around a 3D printed rod with an umbrella-like

linkage expansion mechanism. Finally, effective pinched joint is formed by expanding the bar

linkages of the pinching mechanism via linear actuations (lead screw) using a larger DC motor

(Pololu, 6 V 20D gear DC motors, 30RPM no load speed). The main pinching component is

composed of a three-bar linkage system to enforce a widened pinch area for initial reduction

of virtual joint stiffness. Similar to the joint actuation part, all motors are remotely controlled

via microcontroller boards and wireless communication modules which are powered by LiPo

batteries (3.7 V for the microcontroller and 6 V for the drivers and motors). All electronics and

power sources are contained within the chassis itself.
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Figure 5.11: Design of the internal virtual joint modules. Individual module functionalities are
listed in the insets.

5.2.5 Self-reconfiguring Joint and Linkage Kinematics of an Inflatable

Continuum Robot

Traditional inflatable robots are usually pre-assembled with either pneumatic chambers

or external tendons routed to the robot basis as joint actuators. This actuation scheme and robot

configuration may prevent robot performance under changeable working conditions requiring

completely different robot kinematics. In this section, we demonstrate an inflatable robot with
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the ability to form “virtual” revolute joints with desired joint locations and screw axes for

reconfigurable joint-linkage kinematics. The robot functions at a pressure between 12 to 30 kPa

depending on the external load conditions. As shown in Figure 5.12 (a), the robot starts with

the inflatable shell (Nylon fabrics) and a virtual joint module packed inside a rigid chassis. The

robot then inflates itself via a compact air pump system (12V DC air pump + solenoid valve

powered by a lithium polymer battery) allowing the deployment of soft robot linkage. With the

full inflation of the robot body (14 kPa), the module starts to move into the inflatable structure

via a central ball chain to the desired location. We tune the module orientation based on the

embedded motorized gear transmission leading to the right joint axis. The module thus expands

its pinching mechanism which forms a pinched geometry of the inflatable but inextensible robot

shell. This results the formation of a effective revolute joint with reduced bending stiffness at

initial joint angles (0◦ to 80◦). With a fully pinched tube geometry, we thus actuate the joint via

embedded geared motors inside the module chassis. Due to the thin but long and continuum

geometry of the inflatable structure, the module’s actuation part is designed with power actuators

(Servocity, Premium DC gear motors) aligned in the lengthwise direction. The motor input is

transmitted via a set of bevel gears so that the module will drive along its pinched axis (Figure

5.12 (b)).

With the expandable and retractable pinching mechanism, the module can thus be re-

configured and relocated to any other locations and joint axes within the inflatable tube. Figure

5.12 (c) demonstrates the module creating other virtual joints and drive them with different joint

locations and axes. The maximum range of the joint motion can vary based on the internal tube

pressure as well as the module geometry. Our current module design can enforce a ± 90◦ joint

motion of the inflated structure (12kPa to 20kPa). However, with increasing tube pressure and the

intrinsic deflection from the mechanical assembly of the 3D printed module chassis, we expect

even shorter range of the virtual joint bending motion. Notice that to form joints with different

locations and axes, a cycle of tube deflation and re-inflation is required since the module cannot
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exert high enough force to form an effective joint with internal air pressure. Therefore, all of

our module pinching is based on approximately zero pressure difference between the internal

tube and the external atmosphere. The force required for pinch formation is further studied in the

future sections.

Figure 5.12: Demonstration of the self-reconfiguring inflatable linkage robot with a single virtual
joint module. (a) Robot initial self-deployment via internal pressure and joint formation. (b) Joint
actuation via embedded geared motors of within the internal module. (c) Joint reconfiguration
and joint actuation at other tube locations and axes.

5.2.6 Demonstrations of a Dual-module Deployable Rolling Robot

In previous sections we demonstrate the flexibility of such an inflatable linkage robot

as it reconfigures its joint-linkage kinematics. The deployability and the foldability from the

inflatable shells create opportunities for such robots to be packed and delivered to specific working

environments (e.g. through a confined channel into an open space). However, the internal mass of

the modules may cause additional bending moments and thus buckling to the inflated structure

(the inflated tube collapsing). It thus remains a challenge to implement such a robot in a tradtional
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rigid robot arm configuration where the base supports all the loads from the serial linkages

and the end effectors [206, 207]. Meanwhile, robot locomotion based on surface frictions and

shifting of the center of the mass may seem possible for such a reconfigurable linkage robot

driven by internal actuatable joints with desired locations and axes. In this section, we present

a dual-module serial linkage terrestrial robot with changeable joint locations and thus different

types of robot gaits and locomotions.

The construction of the inflatable serial linkage robot includes two internal virtual joint

modules, a central ball chain for module relocation, a compact pump-valve system for air

regulation and a 1.2 m inflatable robot body with the total length about 1.3 m including the end

caps (Figure 5.13). This robot has individual actuation of each formable joint with a maximum

driving amplitude of ±80◦ under 30 kPa tube pressure. Since the untethered soft robot has a

rather heavy weight about 2200 g, therefore we consider such a robot in operating as a rolling

machine for search and rescue in wild and unconstructed areas. Rolling of a robot body requires

external torque applied in the robot cross sectional plane. This can be provided from either the

shift of the body mass or the surface frictions to the ground. In this work, we mainly explore

the body mass center shift and propose two different gaits from successful robot rolling. As

shown in Figure 5.13 (b), our robot starts with a joint (e.g. θ2) in its pre-flex state with its axis

of rotation aligned vertically. This causes the serial linkage robot to form an “L” shape on the

ground plane. We thus drive the other joint (θ1) to push downward such that the robot lifts one

of its internal joint module, and thus the separate mass. Due to the internal air pressure, the

robot body is stiffened to resist certain levels of buckling (or wrinkling) moment and thus can be

treated as rigid linkages bridged by two perpendicularly poised revolute joints. Therefore, the

above-mentioned lifting could only happen with the pre-flexed joint axis tilting to the ground

(instead of staying vertically), since the inflated linkages do not allow the formation of extra kinks

and the inextensible surface skin can not be easily twisted. This creates a shifted center of mass

and thus rolling as the originally flexed joint (θ2) flexes back to the neutral position and the other
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joint (θ1) in its flexed state. We thus alternate the joint sequence (e.g. θ2 pushing downward and

θ1 flexing back) thus generating a continuous robot rolling motion with a periodic gait pattern.

For clarification of individual joint motions, we define an imaginary polarity of the pinched axis

and thus the signs for the joint angular motions. One 360 robot rolling consists of a complete

motion cycle of either of the joint; however, the rolling distance is determined by the length and

thus the robot configuration. We should notice that this gait pattern relies on the pre-flexed robot

configuration (the “L” shape) and thus there will be a duty cycle within each joint motion period

when the joint has to stay in a flexed state (denoted by the joint amplitude θa).

The second robot gait is based on the shifted mass and thus rolling moment from the side

arms. As shown in Figure 5.13 (c), since the initial joint axis can be poised with an angle against

the ground (e.g. φ1 = 45◦ and φ2 = 135◦). Lifting the side arm from one joint will cause the

mass from the end tip shifted to one direction, and thus due to the gravity it generates the torque

for robot rolling until it falls to the ground. This motion can be repeated by alternating the arm

lifting from two sides, leading to continuous rolling of the robot, which may seem like the robot

is “paddling” on the ground. A full sweeping cycle (e.g. θ1 move from θa to −θa and back to

θa) from a single joint leads to a full rotation of the robot body (360◦). It should be noted that

the success of this gait does require a certain amount of load on the end tips to cause the rolling

motion depending on the ground surface frictions. Theoretically, given the same joint inputs, Gait

1 is more effective in linear travelling, since the two joints represents the robot central body can

lift and tilt and fall yielding a linear travel; whereas in Gait 2, the robot central body is moved by

pure rotation. In general, the direction of the robot motion can be reversed by changing the sign

of the phase shift. The change of the robot orientation can be achieved from either the differential

linkage configuration of the joint inputs.
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Figure 5.13: Introducing the dual-module rolling robot and the two different robot gaits. (a)
The construction of the rolling robot, with the two joint axes poised perpendicularly. (b) Gait 1
is based on the pre-flexing of one joint, and the body lifting (by pushing down to the ground)
from the other joint, causing body-twist and thus shift of center of mass, leading to roll in one
direction. The gait is continuous via properly phased joint motions. The “polarized pinch” is to
define the direction for the joint actuation denoted by a sharp triangle pincher, where the white
dot represents the flat head, and the black dot represents the pointy head pointing out of the
figure plane. T represents the period for one motion cycle (360◦ roll) and θa is a programmable
joint amplitude. (c) Gait 2 is based on the lifting each side arm thus resulting in a shifted mass
from the end tip causing the body to roll. Note that with properly phased joint cycles, it does
require external weights by the end tip to generate sufficient rolling torques.
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The robot rolling gaits are performed on an artificial turf terrain, and are analysed based

on the robots speed (stepped linear translation between each half body roll) and body orientation.

We choose the robot to be 1.3 m length in total and weighs about 2200 g with a 17.6 kPa internal

pressure. All electronic and electromechanical components are powered on board meaning there

is no tether affect the robot performance. As a first demonstration we show the stepped motion

based on two different gait patterns: Gait One, the twist-rolling and Gait Two, the paddling arms.

For the joint inputs, we choose a ±45◦ angular sweep with a pause of 4.2 sec (as a duty cycle)

to make sure the robot is stabilized after shifting the robot’s center of mass. Figure 5.14 (a)

shows time-lapsed pictures of the robot’s two walking gaits with different linkage configurations,

0.36:0.33:0.31 as Configuration One (for Gait One) and 0.28:0.51:0.21 as Configuration Two (for

Gait Two). Joint One (J1) and Joint Two (J2) are denoted for the clarification of robot orientation

and are poised perpendicularly throughout the whole experiments. To investigate the length

affect to the robot locomotion, a more detailed gait analysis is conducted with the tracking of

the robot’s 2D position (central linkage) and orientation as shown in Figure 5.14 (b). Here, we

choose Gait One with different length configurations (Config. One vs. Config. Two). Given the

same joint signals, the 2D positions and orientations are plotted with the green bar representing

the robot’ central link and the dots for the joints (circle for J1 and solid dot for J2, and red solid

dots for the center of the body). The figures show a time-lapsed robot states with each separated

by 6.7 seconds which equals to half of the joint cycle. From the figures we can observe that

shortening the side linkages by 25 % (from approximately a 1/3 to 1/4) only reduce the linear

travelling speed slightly (from 5 cm/s to 4.6 cm/s). While the length distribution plays a role in

changing the robot’s orientation (given symmetric joint inputs) in Config. 1, it seems to be less

an effect when the side linkages are shorter. For comparing the linear travelling speed between

two gaits, we conduct an experiment where the robot switches its gait mode in the mid of of a

successive rolling sequence. As shown in Figure 5.14 (c), based on Config. 2, the robot starts

with Gait 2 (same joint inputs in Figure 5.14 (b)) and walks for about 33 seconds, then it switches
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to Gait 1 and walks for another 42 seconds. With the same joint inputs, Gait 1 is faster than

Gait 2 (4.5 cm/s vs. 3.4 cm/s) and the body orientation seems more steady compared with Gait

2. Lastly, we perform an experiment showing the turning capability of this soft linkage robot

with differential joint inputs. We set J1 with a ±50◦ motion range with only ±25◦ for J2. Based

on a relatively even distribute linkage length, the robot turns at a rate of 12◦ per step, with each

step representing half of the complete robot rolling cycle. As an estimation the turning radius

in this case is about 0.8 robot body length (1.3 m); however, we assume that with different joint

inputs and joint-linkage configurations that the turning radius can varied significantly. In brief,

this section serves as an preliminary study of the dual-jointed linkage robot with perpendicular

joint axis configuration as many parameters can affect the robot rolling performances (joint

inputs, linkage configurations, surface conditions, gait modes, etc.). However, it does show the

capability of a soft linkage robot with reconfigurable joint-linkage configurations in travelling on

unconstructed environments with decent speeds and turning rates.
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Figure 5.14: Gait analysis of the dual-module rolling robot. (a) Time-lapsed pictures showing
the movement of the same robot rolling on the ground with two different gaits. (b) Tracking the
robot central linkage under different gaits. Two robot configurations are used and the length
ratio is highlighted. The robot x-y plane positions are pictured with each separated by half a roll
cycle. The robot orientations are plotted below the trajectory plots. Each (c) Tracking of the
robot 2D positions and orientations while switching the gait in the middle. (d) A joint motion
strategy for turning the robot by giving differential robot joint signals.
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5.2.7 Materials and Fabrication Methods

The reconfigurable robot body is composed of soft fabrics with rigid caps by two ends of

the tubular structure. Here we choose two types of fabrics, 200-denier heat sealable nylon fabrics

and 400-denier heat sealable nylon fabrics with different thicknesses (0.26 mm for 200-denier

and 0.4mm for 400-denier). The thinner fabrics are mostly used in the preliminary tests for the

pinched joint mechanics, and the inflated tube collapsing moment where we treat the inflatable

body as a thin membrane. The thicker fabrics are used in the final robot demo, since it is more

durable for robot to interact with the environments with less chance of leaking and provides more

tube strength with the same pressure input. The inflatable tubes are sealed from long rectangular

sheets using a commercial heat press (Fancierstudio, 60 cm by 40cm), at 200◦, 200 kPa, for 40

seconds, and three times for one sealable seam. We thus convert a fabric sheet to a hollow cylinder

and use superglue to constrain the tube’s ends with rigid caps. The fabric tube as the robot body

has an inner diameter of 82 mm and a customizable length (1.2 to 1.8 m in this work). Since the

internal modules need to be slid in and reclaimed regularly between each robot operation (e.g.

battery charging and fixing of other mechatronic components), at least one of the tube’s end has

to have an open diameter larger than the module’s diameter. We thus 3D printed a rigid ring with

a size of 88 mm in diameter for the module (80 mm in diameter) and seal the tube’s external

wall onto the inner wall of the ring using superglue (Loctite 495). A removable cap is designed

to close up the opening with two O-rings (84 mm inner diameter, 3 mm thickness) for better

robot sealing. For the pre-tension of the inner ball chain, we pre-install an extensional spring

inside the removable which can be further coupled to one side of the ball chain (Figure 5.15 (a)).

For pre-deploying the self-reconfiguring modules inside the tube, the ball chain has to be first

engaged with the inner gear systems of the sliding mechanism. Thus the module can drive itself

by meshing with the balls on the chain and slide inside to the designated locations inside the tube.

The pressure control of the robot is achieved via an on board compact pump-valve system
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Figure 5.15: Designs for tube sealing and on board pressure control. (a) The design of removable
cap with O-rings for sealing while allowing the module to enter and exit the robot body. (b) On
board pressure control via compact sized pump and valve system.

powered by batteries. As shown in Figure 5.15 (b), the air is fed in via a small sized pump

(ATM Technology, 3.7 V, 2 L/min air flow), connected to a solenoid air valve (3 way, 12 V,

passively closed) and a pressure sensor (Honeywell, ABPDANN015PGAA5) via two three-way

air tubing couplers. The sensor reading is further calibrated using a digital pressure regulator valve

(Festo, VPPE-3 Series). Our pressure is regulated via a PID (Proportional–Integral–Derivative)

control method executed by a microcontroller (Teensy 4.0). The microcontroller has an on board

wireless communication unit (nrf24l01+) so that command can be sent remotely through a master

controller to the slave ones without tethers. For robot operation we choose a pressure around

17.6 kPa based on the 400-denier fabrics. All electronics for the robot pressure regulation are

powered by two on board batteries (3.7 V 820 mAh LiPo battery, and a 7.4 V 1000 mAh LiPo

battery). A constant tube inner pressure can thus be guaranteed during the virtual joint actuation.

The internal module chassis are rapidly prototyped based on FDM 3D printing technology

(Prusa, M3KS+) with highly customizable geometric features. We choose PLA as the printing

filaments and printed holes for holding revolute shaft components such as shoulder bolts and pins.
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With all the electronic and mechanical components mounted, one whole module weighs about

930 g, with the 3D printed chassis weighs about 282 g (134 g for joint formation part and 148 g

for joint actuation part). All mechanical designs for the virtual joint actuation and formation are

elaborated in detail in the previous sections.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this dissertation, the author presents new reconfigurable mechanisms for future soft

robots in changing their material and mechanical properties and robot functionalities via the

hybrid designs from rigid and soft building blocks. Specifically, the author seeks to utilize the

tunable and nonlinear bending from hinge-based reconfigurable laminates (Chapter 2), the hybrid

design and manufacturing methods for continuum and adaptable robot appendages (Chapter 3

and 4) and the soft pinchable “virtual” joints controlled by rigid mechanisms for on demand

joint-linkage robot configurations.

In Chapter 2, the author presents a novel approach for building reconfigurable laminates

to provide new multi-functional laminate-based structures for robotics. Compared with traditional

rigid-flex laminate linkages that emulate single degree of freedom joint kinematics and dynamics,

reconfigurable laminates are capable of modifying joint properties or location through sliding

central layers. Reconfigurable laminates provide opportunities to vary the mechanical and

kinematic properties of existing laminate structures without the requirements for constant energy

supplies to hold any changed state; however, such designs pose a challenge for separate control

and actuation of the added degrees of freedom based on the number of tunable properties a system

has. Future research should be focused on the incorporation of embeddable actuation methods
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such as shape-memory alloy, dielectric elastomer, or piezoelectric actuators. Embedded actuation

would enable local control of the layer configuration and material properties and may even further

expand the possibilities for reconfigurable robots made from such materials.

The design principles we present in this work are not restricted to laminate based robotic

structures. The ability to reconfigure joint morphology, mechanical stiffness, and other properties

of a robot is a highly desirable feature for many robotics applications. The majority of the

reconfiguration capabilities we demonstrate are due to the ability to reconfigure constituent

materials that have heterogeneity. Thus, we propose that similar design principles can be

applied to other fabrication processes that are capable of making heterogeneous materials such

as multi-material 3D printing, shape deposition manufacturing, and multi-step 3D casting. We

envision that reconfigurable robotic materials will enable new capabilities in soft robotics and that

reconfigurable laminates provide a convenient palette of design capabilities for future exploration.

In Chapter 3, the author presents a hybrid design and fabrication approach for soft contin-

uum robotic components with rigid but complex features, called “flexoskeleton printing”. This

method incorporates the commercially available desktop level 3D printing with lamination tech-

niques and saves human assembly due to the automatic layer adhesion upon material deposition.

Critically, this fabrication approach is extremely accessible to both novice and expert users and

does not require exorbitant material or equipment costs. As inspired by the insect exoskeletons,

here we explore a new class of flexoskeleton robot components that serve as robot limbs, joints,

motion limits, as well as the whole chassis. We envision this method will enable a new class of

bio-inspired robots with focus on the interrelationships between robot mechanical designs and

locomotions.

In Chapter 4, the author raise the design and usability of flexoskeleton printing to a

level of self-adaptive robot components (Section 4.1), and reconfigurable finger like continuum

robot structures (Section 4.2). For the self-adaptive robot components, the author presents a

buckling-based approach to achieve hysteretic foot trajectories of a compliant, underactuated
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terrestrial robot based on a single tendon input. The key of this method relies on the incorporation

of joint hysteresis into the leg design which is based on the snap-through buckling of layered

hinges independent of the driving conditions. The whole robot (including hysteretic joints and

legs) can be fabricated using a modified 3D printing technique, called flexoskeleton printing,

where we embed superelastic elements to improve the long-term bending performance of the

printed components. An exploration of the joint parameters indicates a library of joint hysteretic

dynamics which can be used to program the leg trajectories as we combine one hysteretic joint

with a linear joint inside one underactuated leg design. Due to the reduced number of actuators,

the energy consumption for the underactuated leg design will be significantly lowered compared

to a fully actuated leg design. Ultimately, the hysteretic leg motion is incorporated into an

underactuated crawling robot with passive compliance to navigate through either an open space

or confined channel over uneven substrates.

The reconfigurable aspect of “flexoskeleton printing” is instantiated via a continuum

design of a finger-like robot appendage based on the flexible backing layer and the deposition of

continuous but functional rigid features (e.g. jammable ridges, and stiffness tuning offset layers).

To be specific, this section presents an underactuated robotic gripper that uses sliding-based

reconfiguration that can change grasping modes through differential stiffening or ridge locking. A

new fabrication process, flexoskeleton printing [94], is central to the rapid and easy fabrication of

hybrid flexible and rigid structures. Flexoskeleton printing enables precise control of rigid material

geometry deposited (and securely bonded) to a flexible thermoplastic backing layer. Gripper

design and fabrication using these methods can be accomplished in short time and uses low-cost

3D printers and materials. Two reconfigurable designs, the tunable finger stiffness leading to

asymmetric grasping curves and the interlockable rigid and complex shaped ridges causing the

passively stable robot grasping without energy input. Given the possibility in combining the

above-mentioned reconfigurable mechanisms and many more adaptive functionalities into the

future robot designs. We envision that the versatility of flexoskeleton printing will enable a
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diversity of future grippers using 3D printed, compliant mechanisms.

In Chapter 5, the author seeks to exploit the nonlinear anisotropic bending properties in

soft pinchable materials, such as elastomeric and thin fabric tubular materials, for on demand

robot joint/hinge creation and changeable material properties at local regions. In Section 5.1, the

author presents design and fabrication of a soft tubular component that can induce a pinch along

a prescribed bending axis. the author discusses the variable joint stiffness from pinch control

as well as the reconfigurable joint kinematics from tuning the joint axes with multiple joint-link

systems. The major contribution of our paper is to provide a simple on-demand joint formation

mechanism for soft robotic systems that can configure their joint flexibility and axes of rotation.

We envision these tubular pinching elements as possible building blocks for future soft robots,

which is part of a broader class of soft robotics mechanisms that utilize curvature and anisotropic

of soft materials (the SCRAMs). Future work will focus on improving the current state of the

soft reconfigurability by creating truly slidable sleeve designs and thus joint locations as well as

individual pinch activation for multi-joint kinematics.

In section 5.2, such a pinch-based soft pinching mechanism has been presented on a

different material platform (thin inflatable fabrics) and a novel internal pinching approach. In this

section, the author utilize the inflatable but inextensible soft material shell that when pinched from

internal rigid mechanisms, creates a buckled region with anisotropic bending stiffness acting as a

“virtual” revolute joint (1-DOF). We thus explore the basic mechanics of such freely formable and

reconfigurable inflatable robot joints, such as passive joint stiffness and inflatable beam collapsing

moments. Based on the intrinsic collapsing of an inflatable structure under high external loads, we

discuss the potential inflatable beam strength and thus the maximum torque generation via internal

motor-based actuation methods. Based on the preliminary study, the dissertation author presents

an untethered virtual joint module design that can be slid inside a tubular structure, forming a

pinched joint with desired location and axis of rotation as the tube inflates, and generating torques

for internal joint actuation. A soft serial linkage robot is thus fabricated with a foldable robot body
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that can be portable and deployable at designated areas with on-board tube pressure regulation

and remote control powered by embedded batteries. Lastly, an untethered dual-module three

linkage rolling robot with perpendicular joint axes are demonstrated with changeable linkage

lengths and joint inputs, leading to different robot roll-walk gaits, linear translational speeds

and robot turning rate. This demonstrate opens up a new regime for robot gait study based on

changeable joint-linkage configurations. With more parametric exploration such as, joint inputs,

surface frictions, mass distribution, linkage lengths, we envision that future soft robots with

hybrid reconfigurable mechanisms can be more adaptable, depolyable and multi-functional for on

demand working requirements.
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